SJSU plays host

Back in time

NCA A championships start tomorrow

Students hop ’50s style At The Hop
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Program board eyes suds sales at shows
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it) Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
In an attempt to boost sagging attendance
tigures. the Associated SILILICIlls PrOgralli Board
is pursuing the possibility 01 selling herr and
other c.,I1CCsSIOIls it ifs ev ents.
Paul Goeltz. program hoard concert chairIi tan. presented the idea to the Student Union
hoard 01 directors at its meeting last week The
the idea. and
hoard ,A ,IS generally receptive
Goeltz said he is confident it may work out
he sell beer it 100thall games and make
lots and lots of mone ill 01 it. so I don’t see why
we can’t." Goeltz said
Selling beer. son drinks and possibly lurid
%Souk] enhance the en’, women( at shovs s. something important because of the inability to draw
students to show s this year. he said
"I’d like to get people it Ill ;ON, AI
thing we hold. hut I think it y ou can at least ..tier
people something. it can help the slams out.
Cinch, said

the lull in student anendam c it
program hoard show s. (Melt, said he and program hoard Director Verda Alexander have been
looking for something to dray, people to events.
Calling it "another avenue to draw students
Iii campus. Alexander said she felt otiering
concessions would help ifleet that end
"W hat we cant to do is otter something
that’s comparable to a (night) club.’ Alexander
said adding that students would he more inclined
to attend evens in those surroundings.
Howevef. she also said it is refreshments.
not alcohol. that is most important Even though
the Spartan Pub sells beer and w ine, it still schedules hands 10 draw pato ins. le sander said.
Program hoard show s Iii e been plagued hy
low attendance this sCIllesICI and each has litst
money President
Fullerton’s ruling earlier
illis semester ’,kiln hitmg attendance hy those
tinder IS
rediked the I ’cures
N., adilitional shows .ire planned or this se

’nester. hut the hoard is iiinking 101 \A ad to the
spring. Girl’, said.
The idea to sell beer has been tossed around
before. hut came up as a real possibility after a
Budweiser presentation at a cons entIon he attended. ()mai, saint

sponsoi ship this eat
For fuss. Alexander said the hoard has resigned itself to doing shows in the Student
Union, particularly it beer is to he served Morris
Dailey Auditorium ts out rut the question. she
said

The on% ention. held Nov. 11.1 I by he National Association 01 Campus Aen% Ines. included SS orlohor, on how program hoards and
student go %c1 11111C111, could raise money at Ihelf
evetfts
Ale ander sail.

The president’s oft ice held last this semester
that it does ma approve ol non academic events
in Morris Dailey Fullerton has said the building
must lie protected because ol its importance as a
hisk,rical landmark.

approy ed. the local Budweiser distributor
would cover the cost of bringing the herr to the
shows. Goeltz said. The program hoard would
stand to profit ..ind there would he no cost to the
hoard or the university . he said.
(-loch, saki he has been in touch with lintimitle Distributing. the local Budweiser distributor. and the company is anxious to return to
SISI Procrastination by the A S 1101th:coming
immutice disoinnweit them I our ii\ rib iii’

Because of the problems w oh hooking Morris Dailey . (Melt, said he is content to work with
the Student Union Ballroom That would work
well w oh his hopes to sell alcohol, since SCHOU
appeared open to the idea, he said
Program Board Adviser Ted Gehrke also appeared at last week’s meeting and said there have
been few.. problems at MO prey mus eyents in the
lInion vs hen :111:01101 VkaS sets ed
it DS. page 6

A tighter grip

Out for a spin

Athletics merger equals more control

Abraham
Walter Lopez.. (hunk!, High School student, chooses a corner near the men’s

gym to break dance, while his friend
Donny Mazola waits his turn. The two,

A .S
S. seeks switch

to full -year budget
By Andy Bird
Daily stall writer
The Associated Students is
moving tow(ird adopting a full -year
budget which would eliminate the
need kir special summer account.
Currently . the A.S. operates
on a scholastic year budget which
runs from July I to May 31, said
Jean Lenart. A S business administrator. As a result, the A.S. must
create a special summer budget for
the month of June to fund the program hoard and leisure services.
Under the new budget plan,
the fiscal year would run Irom July
1 to June 30, and would include
funding for those summer programs. Lenart said.
"It’s really a hear for auditors
to work with the way it is now.
Lenart said.
Because the summer budget is
separate from the regular year budget. it can’t be audited until a year
later. Lenart said.
For example: The 1986 summer budget can’t be audited - - and
its funds can’t he used - until the
close of the 1986-87 scholastic year
budget at the end of next semester.
The current system leaves the

hooks open and ties up money in
that account for almost a year. 1.cnart said.
The A.S. hoard of dire, lot,
asked the program hoard and lei
sure services to use non -reverting
Funds already existing in their accounts to cover the month of June
1987. This would enable them to
begin the new budget system at the
close of this semester.
Non -reverting funds is money
left over front the operating year
which A.S. businesses and programs are not required to return to
the general budget.
Brian Burke. leisure services
recreation program developer. 1..1.1
the hoard two weeks ago that his
program already had plans to use
the non -reverting funds in its account to fund a publicity drive over
the summer.
Burke asked the board to create a special budget for next June,
so his department could continue ht
offer leisure services for that
month.
However. Lenart said creating
a special budget would hinder implementation of the new year-round
plan.
Set’ MIDGET. page 6

Daily staff photographer

who carry their recorder esersrltcrc.
came to Sitit. to view a wrestling match.

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
Vlore university control over SJSU ’s athletics Midget w ill come w ith a combined men’s
and %%omen’s program
In merging the two departments. President
Gail Fullerton w ill establtsh an oversight committee to keep an eye on athletics program finanees.-(rtnet flan -inrePper-roreeenve-upunnont
to the president.
The committee svill COOSISI of Buerger,
Connie Sauer. associate executive vice president for business al fairs: and Maynard Robinson. associate academic v ice president for educational resources and planning. Buerger said
).iy -to-day responsibility for the athletics
Midget w ill fall under an athletics controller
w hose duties vv ill (ilso include superyising athletics ticketing and marketing. he said.
Both a California State University sy stem
audit of the SJSU athletics program and a National Collegiate Athletic Association call tor
more "institutional control" over college
sports led to the decision to establish "that kohl
of direct reporting line:* Buerger said.
Fullerton decided to merge the two depart.
moos last month. Buerger said Monday
The move conies alter a S250,000 deficit
in the 1985-86 men’s athletics budget
The Athletics Board. which advises the
president on matters relating to the program.
recommended at its meeting NOS. 17 against a
merger plan drawn up by Buerger. Sauer and
Executive Vice President J. Handel Evans.
Associated Students President Tom
Boothe. a member of the Athletics Board, said
sonic ol its members were concerned women’s
athletics would he subordinate 10 the men’s
program under the plan.
Buerger said %omen’s sports would not he
downplayed in the consolidated program.
’The president has (ilways been a strong
supporter of the women’s athletics program...
Buerger said. "There shouldn’t be any real

51,1 u iimmerman
,run ,ti:1

(ithiefif
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tear
The hoard is scheduled to meet todas and
will probably he presented a rev used merger
plan by Fullerton. he said.
A decision needs to he made soon so the
university can hem advertising tor a permanent athletic director. Buerger said
The men’s program operates this year on a
budget ol SI 5 million. Vern Wagner. interim
men’s athletic ihrector, has said.
The 198h-87 budget tor the women’s program is 5,543.111 81. Women’s Athletic Director
Mary Zimmerman has said.
Zimmerman said Monday that Spartan
Foundation lund raising for the program sill he
combined tinder the merger plan.
The Mit programs hail a consolidated
lund-raising drive this year, hut contributors
S,,.t IV! F TICN . pave

Dorm fashion show adorns diners’ meals
By Paola Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
A fashion show in the Dining
Commons is an uncommon occurrence, especially when the models live
in your own residence hall and the
clothes they are modeling are within
your student "budget...
The Inter-Residence Hall Association staged the show Monday evening at the dinner hour, a time when
some students welcome just about any.
thing that will rescue their minds front
thinking about their stomachs.
"It’s good to have entertainment
so we don’t have to concentrateon the
food." said Gail Dean of Washburn
Hall. whose resident adviser Beth
Weber participated in the fashion extravaganza.
The "model students" volunteered to participate in the show. said
Yuri Nam, communication coordinator for 1RHA.
’We didn’t want them to model
designer clothes because we want to
focus on the students and not the
clothes so much.’’ Nam said.
The clothing categories included
aerobic, casual, business and evening
year, with outfits selected from the
students’ own closets, she said.
For an added ethnic flair. Korean
oistumes were modeled at the end of
the show and Nani taught the designer
diners how to say "hello" in Korean.

t

Mew
April Swift Daily staff photographer
Beth Vveber, a journalism junior and a resident adviser In Washburn Hall models at show
Delacruz will not he attending and Washburn Hall resident. did a
Ruby Delacruz walked the plank
several times. modeling everything MSC until next semester. but partici- good imitation of any semiprofessional
From slinky skirts to evening pants and pated in the show as a favor to Nam, model as he sauntered down the run-- amazingly enough - matching al- who had a little difficulty recruiting way. hands in pockets and head held
high. Dressed in casual business
most all of them with her white leather volunteers. Nam said.
See FASHION SHOW, page 6
Dave Perry. president of BMA
boots.
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Editorial

Get in the holiday spirit, give blood
holiday season is upon us and while we
The
think of what presents to buy for Christmas.
donating bltx)d now could be the most precious gift one could ever give another the gift of
life.
The Stanford University Blood Bank is currently sponsoring a blood drive in the Student
Union Loma Prieta Room until Friday. It is important that the blood bank has an ample supply during
the holiday season.
Donating a pint of blood doesn’t cost anything. Donors are required to fill out a health history form, be 17 years old, weigh at least 110
pounds and be in good health. People with hepatitis
or who are in the high -risk group for acquired immune deficiency syndrome can’t donate blood.
The blood bank uses sterile. disposable equip-

rnent. There is nil risk in contracting AIDS or any
other blood disease by donating blood.
This particular blood drive suffers because it
comes closely behind another in October. Those
381 donors are ineligible to donate blood this week.
Donors must wait at least 56 days between donations to allow the body to renew its blood, according to federal regulation.
Because of the time lapse requirement, those
who previously donated blood cannot do so now, so
it is crucial for others to take the time to compensate.
In the spirit of the holiday season, we encourage those who are eligible to donate blood. By giving blood, someone else’s life might be saved.
What hetter Christmas gift can there he?

Issue:

Busing

Pro

It made us better

As inconvenient as busing has been, it
has promoted incalculable social and economic benefits for the minorities affected
and for American society as a whole.
Busing has helped improve relations
among racial and ethnic groups in this country and it has enabled minorities to obtain
better educations and thereby enjoy improved standards of living.
Before busing, racial and ethnic minorities either lived together in the same
neighborhood and the children attended separate neighborhood schools - de jure segregation. or they lived in separate neighborhoods
and
the
children
attended
neighborhood schools de facto segregation .
spoken
In either case, the message
or not was that there were qualitative difof
people.
groups
ferences between these
As Rodgers and Hammerstein wrote in
"South Pacific," "You’ve got to be taught
. It’s got to be
to hate and fear./
drummed in your dear little ear./ You’ve got
to be taught to be afraid / of people whose
skin is a different shade./ You’ve got to be
carefully taught."
Children are horn without preconceptions about race and ethnicity. They have to
be indoctrinated with ideas about "other
kinds of people."
In integrated schools, children learn
not about the differences which separate
peoples, but about the similarities which
unite them. They live in a real world of multiple cultures, rather than in an artificial.
quarantined sphere.
In addition to the essential changes in
interracial attitudes, minority students have
made notable educational and economic
gains.
Standardized test scores show minority
children who attended integrated schools
score better than those who attended segregated schools.
Sociologists have also determined that
poor black students learned more conventional scholastic values and studv skills from
interacting with middle-class Vohite students
than from expensive remedial programs.
By the late 1970s. thousands of black
elected officials were serving in municipal,
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state and federal posts. In the mid-198(ts.
blacks are proportionately represented in
most white-collar positions.
Thus, for both idealistic and pragmati).
reasons, busing must be recognized as an
effective tool.
The more educated the country becomes, the more productive it will he. Also,
less of the nation’s budget v, ill have to be
spent supporting the permanently unemployable.

True. it is not easy for elementary
school children to ride buses for several
hours a day and to attend schools miles
away from home.
In the long run, they have much to gain
from their participation in this solution for
what is still a national problem.
Although we have made great progress
since the 1950s, America is still a racist society.
Even as we celebrated the 2(.10th anniversary of the Statue of Liberty this summer, black families who had- recently
moved into white neighborhoods were subjected to threats and violence.
This divisiveness is harmful not only to
the minority individuals to whom it is directed but also to the nation as a whole.
Now busing has changed from a distant, national issue to a present, local one.
In San Jose. it is Hispanic and white students who will be learning more about each
other and who will have their concepts of
the world enlarged.
It is now these San Jose students who
will be contributing to the improvement of
the quality of life in this country.
It is a large responsibility for such
young citizens. But the benefits are assured.
And the necessity is undeniable.
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Children will learn hatred
Busing innocent children away from
neighborhoods and friends is a simplistic
.olut ion to a complex problem.
Integrating schools by busing children
from an impoverished neighborhood to an
affluent one will not solve racial segregation. Far from it. This will only serve to
bring more animosity between ethnic
groups to the level of children.
Children either waiting for or riding
buses for three hours a day while only attending school for three hours will learn to
blame this on so-called racial integration. A
black or Hispanic child’s white friend will
now he the reason why he or she has to he
bused to and from school each day.
Children. in some ways, are a lot
tougher and smarter than adults. If you
don’t tell them racial differences exist,
they’re not going to treat friends like
they ’se got the plague just because their
skin is a different color. Children think of
friends just as other children, not as superior
or inferior ethnic groups.
It is the way we treat each other that influences children. If adults could treat each
other equally, regardless of race or sex, integrating schools would not he necessary.
In a lot of ways. it seems as though we
are punishing children for something they
did not create -- namely, racism. They
should not have to continue to make up for
things over which they had no control.
There are alternatives to busing that are
not as drastic or traumatic to children. One
of these is redefining the school district
boundaries in order to incorporate a better
mix of ethnic backrounds in schools. This
mix will serve the same purpose as busing is
supposed to. without the trauma of shipping
innocent children all over town.
By changing the district boundaries,
children could have more exposure to different cultures and traditions. Children
would learn to coexist with all types of people, not just people of their financial status.
Another plan that could he implemented would he to expose children to various cultures in the classroom. The children could study those that exist in the
immediate area, as well as international cultures. They could be encouraged to learn the

languages and customs of the Hispanics.
Asians, black and Middle Eastern cultures.
This would help children understand
people who are physically different are still
people. They are not barbaric or backs. ard
because they have a different type of civilization.
Our children are our only hope for the
future of this world. As in all generations.
children are liable to believe that it is impossible to change a world that adults created.

that it is impossible to make a dit ference.
But we must teach children that they
can help to change things and to make this
world a better place to live in. Children can
learn this by seeing it is possible for all
types of people to live together without the
threat of racism and bigotry.
Busing was tried in the South during
the ’60s and yet there is still a lot of racial
discord there. Maybe there was more of a
problem there than we have here. but busing
is still not the solution.
Busing might work in San Jose. The
children will probably get used to spending
all their free time riding on a crowded bus.
forfeiting time to play outside with friends
for the sake of integration. Maybe they
won’t he resentful of this when they realize
they helped their elders feel better about
doing the right thing by busing their children away from home.
And then again, maybe these children
won’t get along and won’t ever accept these
transfer students they are forced to attend
school with. The fact that busing exists at
all tells children that the students that are
bused are different from them.
In this light, busing seems to promote
more racial conflict than would occur without busing.

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters.
Bring them to the second
floor of Dwight Bente! Halt
Room 208, or to the Student
Union Information Center.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, phone number
and class standing.
Anonymous
phone numbers
printed.

letters
and
will not be

Phone numbers are needed
to verify letters.
The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit all letters for
libel and length.
Opinions appearing on the
Forum page are those of the
Daily staff.

Andrew F.
Flamm

A president out of touch
president Reagan’s assertion that he did not know
about Marine It. Col. Oliver North’s funneling
of $30 million from the Iran arms shipment to
the Contra rebels in Nicaragua borders on the absurd.
Reagan spent much of his first four years in
office battling the image of a figurehead president a
B" grade actor, doing what he was told, reading
from a script and acting out the role of president while
the real powerbrokers. people like Donald Regan and
James Baker. (among others) ran the country.
Comedian Robin Williams’ portrayal of Reagan
as a robot whose parts kept jamming haunted Reagan
not unlike the I.os Angeles Times cartoonist Paul
Conrad’s drawings of Richard Nixon as a sleazy used
car salesman once haunted that president.
But Reagan’s landslide victory in the 1984
presidental election, and his personal involvement in
getting the new tax code passed dimmed, for a while
at least. the view of the president as a wind-up doll for
the far-right.
Yet with the administration’s claim that a mere
Marine Corps lieutenant colonel, a rank that typically
controls nothing larger than a battalion, (about 550
men) would, without authority from some higher
source. deal 530 million to the Contras without
Reagan’s direct approval leads to no other conclusion
hut that Ronald Reagan is not in charge of the country.
Yet this seems to be just the most recent example
of a president asleep at the controls.
The information about the Iceland summit just
now coming into public knowledge hints at a president
that was uninformed and badly outclassed by his
Soviet counterpart. Reagan tried to bluff his way
through Reykjavik and had to beat a hasty retreat
when Gorbachev called his bluff on eliminating all
missiles from Europe.
He was exposed once again as being a very
simple and lazy man not capable of making, or even
understanding, the complexities of the tough decisions
before him at the summit.
There is a very real concern that the Soviet Union
will not agree to another summit because they fear
Reagan is not the one really in control in this country.
Their strategy now seems to be to make propaganda
points in Europe and wait for a new president to be
elected in 1988.
Combine this with Reagan’s labeling of North as
a "national hero" for breaking the law on funding the
Contra rebels, and you have a president out of touch
with reality.
That fact is, lieutenant colonels don’t make
decisions they carry them out. Reagan claims he
didn’t know anything about money going to the
Contras. So then, who did authorize it? North’s boss,
John Poindexter? CIA director William Casey? Vice
President George Bush? There is an old saying in the
military: you can delegate authority but not
responsibility. Reagan will ultimately have to bear the
brunt of the fault for this affair.
media has gotten hold of perhaps the biggest
The
story in Washington since Watergate. This story
will not simply fade away like those about the
mining of Nicaraguan harbors or the suicide bombing
of the Marine Corps barracks in Beirut. The Reagan
administration will eventually have to answer to the
press and the public.
This "scandal" might prove to be far worse than
Watergate. True, Reagan’s motives in sending arms to
Iran were noble enough (however wrong) he
wanted to free the American hostages in Beirut. But in
this case, administration people were sneaking around
and breaking the law by sending funds to a bunch of
mercenaries in Nicaragua after Congress told the
president he could not give them military funds.
When the facts finally come out. I think Reagan
will be exposed for what he was feared to be when he
first took office back in 1980 a front man for the
ultra -right wing.
Andrew F. Hamm is the forum editor. The Hamm
Flies appears every Wednesday.
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Women aren’t commodities
It you ask the students who posed
km the "Women of San Jose State"
calendar whether they felt exploited.
chances are they would say no.
Pi Kappa Alpha’s 1987 calendar
is a professional effort. snappy looking
and not at all pornographic. The girls
are great to look at and the Special
Olympics is a good cause. Nothing
lost and everything to gain. So why is
this on the opinion page’?
Because, beneath the surface
there is a problem after all. Twenty
years after women’s rights advocates
conducted one of the biggest, most
heart-lelt and longest lived media
hlittes in history, women are still selling good v. ill in exchange for love and
recognition. That anyone even gives a
damn about calendar girls (or boys> is
the result of an insidious campaign to
sell what’s supposed to be free, or at
least free in the monetary sense.
It’s easy to say that most of the
women who disapprove of the calendar girls are jealous of the few who
can sell their appearance and all

Opinion
women would he calendar girls if they
could. Or say that most men who publically disapprove, secretly don’t understand what the issue is about. Both
these opinions are probably more true
than not and that’s the problem.
The same herding instinct that allows one stallion to control 100 mares,
or one ram to push around a whole
flock of sheep, allows one idea, like
wanting to look like a calendar girl, to
control a whole Dock of women. I’m
not saying that this control is exercised
deliberately. just lhat %%omen herd together and make joint decisions more
often. They are accustomed to doing
whatever is necessary to negotiate
theirs and their family’s security and
lhat includes posing for calendars.
Women can he merchandised if
they want to be, no doubt about it.
They are used by advertisers, to add
that "certain something" to otherwise
’ unappealing products such as toilet
bowl cleaners or used cars. Sold by the
media to add visual appeal to the Dow
Jones averages or the front portico of
the While House. Used by the clothing
industry to give dignity to a yearly
tashion parade that, seen in context.
, on% ince. \S ruin 11t1 1110\ 11111s1 dress
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Mari
Martin

up like uncomfonable clones to attract
other women’s attention.
In the beginning, things were
simple. Men hunted and women
cooked and nursed babies. Before improvements were made. human beings
itiq naturally did what they did best.
When their existence was more
assured, they started taking chances.
There was a time for war, religion and
space exploration, over poxluction and
sex for pleasure. But, until recently,
men and women stuck to their original
johs. Men hunted and women cooked
and nursed babies.
Now it seems the more women
think they understand their basic natures, the more they are taken advantage of. Carrie Nation and her gang
thought that publicity would set
women free. So did Bella Abitig and
Gloria Steinem. But tell a woman she
should demand equal rights and she
will demand something practical, like
the right to earn 50 percent other fainily’s income. "Oh. well, it’s all for a
good cause,’’ she says. "Somebody’s
got to help pay the hills."
But why is that someone a
woman? Why could a family live for
half as much 15 years ago? Because.
15 years ago. while men were 100 percent in charge of government, they cut
the value of the U.S. dollar in half
and, as a gesture of good will, women
pitched in to take up the slack.
In a small way. the Pi Kappa Alpha’s calendar is something like that.
It’s for a good cause, the fratentifv
says. The girls are proud of their hod
icy. The photos arc in perfectly good
taste. What’s the problem’?
The problem is one of understanding. Women are not a commodity. they are one-half of humankind.
They should not herd together for the
benefit of a few, they should act independently or the common good.
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Letters to the Editor
Writer is scolded
Editor,
If Oath, stall v.ritet . Lett Outman. is going to pursue writing sports
columns, he needs to get. his lads
straight and know his subject matter
before he puts pen to paper.
I am referring to Len Guimans
opinion where he took issue with the
pairing for the California Bowl between winners tit the lk.’AA and the
Mid -American Conterence. Ile says
the
M id-Anterican
Conference
stinks" and questions the qualit.v rif
football at these Midwestern schools.
What he doesn’t know and didn’t
bother to find out is that Nliami University has an extraordinary football
program that has produced inure football legends than San Jose State will
ever hope 10 see Miami I iris cr5115 ’s
nickname is the Cradle 01 Coaches li
Len has ever heard ol Bill Arnsharger
at Ltill or Paul Dietzel tOrmerly at
LSLY. Ara Parseghian formerly at
Notre Dame. or Bo Schentbechler at
Michigan he’ll understand why. All ol
these coaches are Miami alumni.
Len might also he familiar with
the names of Woody Hayes. formed)

Editor.
This semester San Jose State finally did something right. Our football
team rose from the depth of anonymity
to the pinnacle of success. Students
were at last able and proud. to say they
had a great football team. And it win
at every game the dedicated students
of good ole SJSU cheered their winning team on to victory.
But, as sure as this school did
something right, it also did something
wrong. The dedicated and cheering
students were given the opportunity to
attend the Cal Bowl in Fresno - 700
available tickets at $9 a shot in the infamous end zone! I don’t know
more important than the cheering students. or Mho will bill the rest it/ the
entire Atamitani. hut I’m sure it is someone of absolute importance.
Thanks for nothing SJSU. ESPN
has a more appealing offer a great
seat in the condor, of your own home
with a far better view.

Ohio State, John Pont tOrmerly at that up he’s going to end up in Honda.
Northwestern or Dick Tomey who cur- not Fresno on Dec. 13’ Delphi) hint
rently coaches at Hawaii. All of these The school in Florida is the l’imersit
men were head coaches at Miami at of Miami. Time one in Ohm, lb %halm
one time in their careers. Or, how l’imivervity!
about John McVay, a Miami grad who
is currently manager of the San FranMeredith %loran
cisco 49ers,
ssistant to di( Dram
Sure. Miami isn’t a Nebraska or
studriti Sirs iii-- 1/H osiHit
an Oklahoma. It has an enrollment of
fewer than 10.000 undergraduates and
so will never he the so-called powerhouse" that Len thinks the Spartans
are capable of PIO ml! lb" Miami is
howl material. The ’Tangerine Bowl
ictories in 1973, 74 and 75 115Cr
Ceorgia and South Carolina and
Miami’s win this September over LSII
(ranked No.9 at the lintel should ease
I en’s concern over Miami’s abilit to
compete in the Cal Bowl
Len may think San Jose can do
better than play mg Slid American
Conference. hut I bet Claude Colbert
isn’t underestimating them. Anyone
ho knows football. knows Miami
Lin% ersity and knows cc hat it’s capable of.
One last continent; Len continuously refers to Miami ’University as
481 E San Carlos St
the University of Miami. If he keeps
Between 10th 8. 11th
295-5511
.11
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Program needs funding
Editor.
The industrial design program at
SJSU needs more funding. The pro.
gram needs more teachers or enrollment will continue to tlecline.
The industrial design program has
been sequestered into the Art Department. which does not want it. The Art
Department apparently does not approve of recognizable work. In order
for a student to declare their major as
industrial design the student must pass
a portfolio review. The work included
in this portfolio comprises the student’s efforts in apprmtn.illiaimels two
years of prerequisite classes. While the
student is working in these classes. the
student is registered as an art major.
This pumps money into the coffers of
the artesians. places a strain on the design faculty and leads to embarrassment when asked, "What’s your
major."’
The art department has no such
review process. All one has to do tithe
ana art major is declare "art" on the
appropriate forms and POW! you are
an artist. Even if a review system were
set up. all the artist would have to do is
pile some junk in an empty lot, photograph it and F’OW! instant portfolio
(this is no joke! they call it "found object sculpture.’’)
Students should he allowed to declare their major prior to the portfolio
review. This would inject funds into
the industrial design program and cut
down on the piles of junk in abandoned lots.
!Lin (ten
senior
I tolust rid I Design
Eric Fischer
Industrial Design
and 7 other seniors

rideean
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with the terr
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Nivy0fficer.ThersagpsWinthayetive
gut wit takes to Lead theidatimakte.
That adventurecan leadrataannifid
the world and haat again. And*
the way you’re picking up experience
that builds conlidernx it takes years to
get elsewhere.

(;ollege graduates start with
matiagement and leadership training
aml )fficer Candidate School. Once
commissioned, you’ll have even more
educational oppommities that can
umber prolmional growth.
You’ll uncover your potential and
get the responsibility and decision-
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Recruiter or call 1 -800.327-NAVY.
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SJSU hosts Mustangs in first round of NCAAs

Wednesday. December 3, !WM/Spartan Daily

Spartans ranked
third in region

’It’s now or never,
because if we lose
here, it’s all over.’

ly Karin I.. Small
Daily staff wnter
Home. sweet home:
The SJSI ’ solleyhall team,
ranked No 4 in both the coaches’ and
NCAA poDs. will emu) the benefits of
playing in Spartan iy in when Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo takes on the Spartans
in the opening round 01 the NCAA
Championships at 7. to tomorrow
night
The NCAA tournament is divided
into tour regions: The Northwest.
South. Mideast and West.
The Spartans (27-64 third -place
finishers iii the PCAA tournament, are
part ol the Northwest region, which includes highly ranked teams Pacific.
San Diego State. Hawaii. Cal Poly
SL() and IN Santa Barhara, as well as
Idaho State and U.S International

Dick

SJSU is ranked third in its region.
with Pacific and !law an taking the No.
I and 2 spots. respectively
Sharing the third position with the
Spanans is San Diego State. ’(’-Santa
Barbara holds down the Mill spot in
the region, Cal Poly SW is ranked
sixth and Idaho State MIlow s in the
No. 7 slot.
Spartan coach Dick Montgomery
and the team said they are pleased to
be hosting the lira round, or the iihv lot,. reason ill the home court adt an
tage.
"We are lortunate to he play mg
at home, and not lust because 01 the
crowd and the lamiliar surroundings.’
Montgomery said. "The girls are very
Kenneth K Lam Daily stall phut
fired i it traveling They’ve done an
;mint lot ot it this season, and they ’re Spartan outside hitter Julie Bray men will to to help SPA’ corral the Mustangs in the first round of the NCAA Tournament tomorrow night
lust plain fired "
Montgomery said the players are lx’’. vise the Mustangs, who finished nament in late November. will meet
Montgomery said the bottom line all know that every win counts, and
in good shape alter their tour-day hi- sivth in the PCAA, have proven to he a U.S. International m the first round at is the fact that ever) team in the tour- any loss is the end of the road to the
Hawaii
nament is going to have to come out Final Four,
atus. and that they practiced really highly evplosive team.
well Sunday evening.
Barring the unexpected. Mont- and play well two days in a row to get
"They (the Mustangs) will come
Senior Maria Healy is the curreni
’I was very happy with the re- into this gym loaded for hear, and it gomery secs Ulf as his teants nest op- out ol the regionals, tind the Spartans hitting leader for the Spartans ssith
will
a
lot
of
do.
have
work to
sults 01 our break. The girls came out we’re not prepared, or if we aren’t tak- ponent.
.332 percentage, hut senior I.isa Ice is
attei getting some rest and worked ing them seriously, they’ll heat us."
"Our detense had been up tind right behind at .331. w MI an average
"I’m hoping we can play as well
Montgomery said. Montgomery said. "Sure we’ve
hard Sunda% .
against the Mustangs .is we have all down, and our 01.1ense has been stinky of 4.44 kills per game.
"No one has , omplained about any beaten them three times
so w hat ’
year." Montgomery said "We match because all use attackers haven’t been
I ktensisely. punor A II .A menca
e strem,. at lies Of NM,. so We’re pretty Past records really aren’t a (actor now
up very well against them, and with playing well." Montgomery said. candidate Barbara II iggins has been alwell Nei iOr ThtlISd.11 We lust hoe to They’ll come here breathing fire. and
the honie court helping us, we "The last time we were on all five cyl- most unstoppable at the net She is avlocus in on that one match and then we can’t let up. It’s now or never, beshouldn’t have too much trouble. Our inders was against San Diego State, eraging 1.12 blocks per game. as well
worry about the regionals."
cause if we lose here, it’s all over."
biggest danger will come if the Mus- hut we’ve just been plain old tired la- as having a 295 hitting percentage :int!
The Mustangs of Cal Poly SW
The Spartans have not been play- tangs build up a lot of
tely, and fatigue played a big part in 1 kills per game.
momentum.
(21-151 have not had any success ing well late k . is Montgomery will athindering our game."
against the Spartans in 198(4 as they test lie said he’s hoping the team can
"What I really hope we can do is
Ice and senior Christ,’ Cook lead
dropped three matches to 5.1S11 once get past Cal Poly S1.0 with minimum Sine our peak until after Cal Poly, and
The holiday rest was beneficial to the team in digs. w iii; 62 and 3.22
at home. once at Spartan Gy iii, and effort and then peak against its next then conic out against Hawaii and give the Spartans, as a rejuvenated SJSU per game. respectively.
again in the tird round ol the PCAA opponent. which Montgomery figures it all we’ve got. If we stop their key squad has finally gotten over nagging
lee has been in the spotlight guile
tournament itt long Beach.
players and play to their strengths and injuries. Several players who have a hit lately. reaping honors tor her el
will he Hawaii.
Montgomery and the team are
The Rainbow Wahines, who implement the things we need to do, been playing well lately will he torts throughout the season She wa
taking nothing lot granted. however, knocked SJSU out of the PCAA tour- then we should beat them easily."
looking to shine again, because they named PCAA co -player of the yea

Wrestlers slam UC-Davis for second win Ortiz gets
Len Gutman
Daily stall writer
The SJSU wrestling team remained undefeated. heating UC-Dav is, 35-8. Monday night at
SpartimnGymn
The Spartans 2-04 who heat Stanford on Nov.
15 in the team’s first match since being reinstated
by SJSU President Gail Fullerton, won seven of the
10 weight classes they competed in against the Aggies.
"They wrestled pretty good as a team... SJSU
assistant wrestling coach Andy Tsarnas said. "We
were real happy . ’
Alter a tie in the first weight class, the Spartans

1.111 oil \ might victories before losing in the
177 -pound lass. The only other match the team lost
was in the heavyweight class.
"We got real good performances out of Arnold
Khanharnan (126 pounds). David Love (142
pounds), Man loves b 150 pounds). Shane Baum
(158 pounds) and Shannon Felix (167 pounds)...
Tsarnas said.
Baum pinned his opponent, Love won by technical fall the scored 15 points before his opponent
scored any) and loves, Felix and Khanhabian all
won by wide margins.
Spartans Greg Eissne (134 pounds) and Scott
Benson (190 pounds) also were winner,

’We’re on the right track now.
Everyone wrestled pretty
tough.’
Andy Tsarnas,
SJSU wrestling coach
"We’re on the right track now. Everyone
wrestled pretty tough." Tsarnas said. "Our nest
!neet will he up at Chico State, and they’re pretty
good.’

Ram coach Robinson focusing on Cowboys, not playoffs
114IM API
The Los Angeles Rams could clinch an NFL play’
oil spot as early as Sunday. hut Coach
John Robinson sa)s he’s not thinking
about that piissibility
"It’s that time tit year tor speculation. ’II this te41111 heats that team,
then this other team can heat that team
Robinson
anti make the playolls;
said Monday at his weekly meeting
with reporters ’But the only thing
we’re thinking about is finding a way
to heat I )al las Sunday.
"I do think our team is growing
in confidence and growing in
strength "
The Rains would clinch a w ild
card berth in the playoffs if they win

Sunday and the Minnesota vikings
lose to Green Bay. But, leading the
NF(’ West with a 9-4 record. the Rams
of course would prefer to go on to win
the division.
Los Angeles, which hosts the
Cowboys in a 6 p.m. PST meeting
Sunday at Anaheim Stadium. heat the
New York Jets 17-3 over the weekend.
"It was a pleasing game in that
the team played well all phases of the
game well," Robinson said. "We
played solid defense ... we ran to the
football and tackled well.
’Jim (Everett) got off to a funny
start again, threw two interceptions in
the first quarter, hut then he played a
solid game

L.A. Raiders remain in playoff chase
despite overtime loss to Philadelphia
’)’es,
1 OS ANGELES ;Al’)
the Los Angeles Raiders are in some
trouble. But there’s a decent chance
they’ll still qualify for the NEL playoffs, and it they do, anything’s possible.
Because ot a weird 33-27 overtime loss Sunday to the Philadelphia
Eagles, it’s almost a certainty that the
only avenue the Raiders have to the
playoffs is as the second wild -card
team in the AR’.
Granted. that wouldn’t put them
mn the hest of circumstances, hut only
last year the New England Patriots
took that path to the Super Bowl.
"It’s a very disappointing hiss,’’
Coach Tom Flores said after the loss to
Philadelphia. "But in spite of the loss.
we’re still in this thing.
-There is a tomorrow, hut we
could have helped ourselves tremendously with a win today."
The Raiders, who Coach Buddy
Ryan of the Eagles predicted last week

Montgomery,

SJSU volleyball coach

would lace the Washington Redskins
in next month’s Super Bowl, have an
8-5 record with three games left.
That leaves them two games behind the AR’ West -leading Denver
Broncos as well as the New York Jets
and New England Patriots, co-leaders
of the AFC East.
Either the Jets or Patriots figure
as the conference’s No. 1 wild -earth
team. AFC Central runner-up Cincinnati also is 8-5 and tied with the Raiders in the battle for the second wild.
card spot.
The Raiders made mistake after
mistake against the Eagles. hut all that
seemed irrelevant when they had the
hall ai the Philadelphia 20-yard line
and a lirst down in the overtime period
Instead of going for a game -winning held goal right away. Flores
opted to run the hall a couple of times.
Marcus Allen gained lour yards. hut
on second down, he fumhled.

"l’i
Dickerson carried 30
times. a loi while we w-ere protecting
our lead and he had a sensational day.
There were a couple of times he almost
broke loose, and if he had, he’d have
had 17(1.1 KO yards."
Dickerson, running against an
eight -man defensive front as the Rams
stayed on the ground alter building
their lead, gained 1117 yards and scored
on a 4 -yard run to tie Elroy’ Hirsch’s
club record of 55 career touchdowns
Everett, the rookie playing in lust
his third pro game, started oil by
throwing a pair of first-quarter interceptions for the second week in a row.
But he completed nine of his final 14
passes for 155 yards. including a 614

yard touchdown strike to Kevin
House.
Defensively. cornerback Jerry
Gray played well, making a tackle that
forced a fumble as the Jets threatened
to score, and intercepting a pass to
stop another New York drive.
While the Rains seem to he on the
upswing as they head into their final
three games, the Cowboys have been
struggling lately. They
bring a 7-6
record into Anaheim Stadium.

All $1 .00
Well Drinks
Tap Beer
Wine
Hors D’oeuvres
(5pm-8pm)

Coaches’ Poll

C011eglate Volleyball Coaches Asso.
Alen p011 Is conducted weekly among as
.1) members
1
3

4.
.)
6
7

8.
9
10

BYU, 35-2
UOP, 34-3
Hawaii, 27-6
MU, 27-6
SOS. 36-8
Nebraska, 24-5
UCLA 30-9
Texas. 24-5
Illinois. 32-2
UCSB 24-li

NCAA Poll

1 UOP
BYU
3 Hawaii
4. SJSU
5 SOS
6 Nebraska
7 Texas
8 UCLA
9 UCSB
10 Illinois
2

For Those Out
of the World
Gift Items

NASA
Ames Exchange Gift Shop
Moffet Field

Now Open to the Public
*Bring in this ad for a
FREE NASA Pocket Protector
Mon -Fri
9:30-3:30
(415)
694-5412

Main
Gate

101

The Pruneyard
(next to Upstart Crow)
Campbell 371-3801

158
154
144
136
128
117
113

106
96
84

ADVERTISE"
277-3171 j

WALNUT CREEK (API
- Oregon State center Jose
Ortit. who scored a career-high
ta points in the Beavers’ v memory
over Texas-El P;041, was named
Monday as Pacific -11/ basketball
lI,uyerol the Week.
Or) 1/, a ft-10 senior trom
Cayey. Puerto Rico. had 12 re hounds in Oregon State’s 83-72
1, iory oser Texas-El Paso on
Saturday night: The v ictory was
the Beavers’ first non -conference win on an opponent’s
home court since Jan 12. 1985.
Chelle Flamm ot Oregon
State was the women’s basket hall Pac-10 Player ill the Week.

Gilt
Shop

784
772
712
677
639
584
537
521
453
443

The National Collegiate Athlone Association poll is conducted weekly among its regional commatee of coaches and adminio
balm

top honor

But Robinson cautioned: "Dallas
is certainly not any more down than
Philadelphia was going into the game
Sunday against the Raiders ta 33-27
upset victory by the Eagles)

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
COCKTAIL PARTY

along with Pacific’s Elaina Wen, and
is now one ()I’ the six finalists for the
coveted Broderick Award, given annually to the nation’s hest volleyball
player.
Ice has also been responsible for
the re -arrangement of the volleyball
record books this season, as she has
broken the SJSC season kill and dig
records w ith totals of 40) and 380
through the Hawaii match. Ice shattered her old record ot 271t digs and
Linda Foumet’s previous kill mark ()I’
464).
Higgins has also made her mark
on the hooks this season, as she set a
new record for block assists in a season with 93. breaking Felicia Schuher’s mark of 86, set in 1984.
As a team. the Spartans have broken the season kill anti dig records
w Oh new marks 01 1.829 kills (1.740
in 1984) and 2.134 digs (1,456 in
1985).
Danielle Spier has a chance to
break the season assist mark. She has
1,12K and needs to top 1.181. Another
record within reach is the service ace
record, which stands at 55. Shawna
DiRiaso has 44 aces.
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Julie Bennett Daily staff photographer
SjSt’’s Mike Perez was the PC VVs co-offensiae player of the year despite missing two games due to injury

Conference honors Gilbert, Perez
By Len Gutman
writer
The PCAA named SJSU toothall coach Claude Gilbert
’coach in the year and quarterback Mike Pere/ co-olfensive
player ol the year on Monday.
Seventeen Spartans. including Perez. received all league honors as well.
Gilbert. who coached the Spartans to a 9-2 record, a
F’CAA championship and an appearance in the California
Bowl on Dec. 13. helped SJSU turn its football program
around t mitt last year s 2-8- I mark.
Overall at SJSU. Gilbert has a record of 17-15- I
Perez shared intensive player of the year honors with
Fresno State quarterhack Key in Sweeney. who this season
became the most prolilic passer in NCAA Division I -A history by passing or 10.623 yards in his four years vs ith the
Bulldogs.
He topped fornier Boston College quarterback Doug
Mite’s record by 44 vards.
Deily staff

Rube is now with the Chicago Bears in the NFL.
Perez completed 228 of 384 passe. lirr 2.934 v aril. this
season and led the nation in total oil claw vs ith an average ol
329.9 yards per game. Sweeney was 160 of 284 for 2.363
yards and averaged 197.9 total in tense ards per game.
The Spartan quarterback was Is named PCAA player
of the week three times this season
Seven Spartans
siv trout the offense, and one front
the defense
were named to the all-PCAA first team.
Along with Perez. tailback Kenny Jackson. wide receiver
Lab o Malauulu. tackle John Aimonetti. guard David Diaz Infante. center Tim Steiskal and cornerback K.C. Clark
were honored.
Eight SJSU players received second -team all-PCAA
honors, including wide receiver Guy Liggins. guard Menu
Mulitalo. place-kicker Sergio ()Mare,. punier Tom Diehl,
defensive tackle Wayne Woodard. linebackers Sam Kennedy and Lloyd Forrest and rover Greg Cm.
Linebacker Barry Kidney and tree vilely Ryan Rasnick
were honorable mentions

All-PCAA Squad
The 1986 all-PCAA tuiothall
team, as selected by the conference’s head coaches Monday
First-Team Offense
Wide receivers
Stephen
Baker, Sr., Fresno St.;Lalo Malauulu, Sr., SJSU
Tackles
Mike Withycombe, Jr., Fresno St.; John Almonetti, Sr., SJSU.
Guards Mike Chuhlaniself,
Sr., Fresno St.; David Diaz -Infante, Sr., SJSU.
Center - - Tim Stejskal, Sr.,
SJSU.
Tight end - Greg Locy, Sr..
Long Reach St.
Quarterbacks - Kevin Szeeney, Sr.. Fresno St.: Mike Perez,
Jr., SJSU.
Running backs Rick Calhoun, Sr.. Fullerton St.: Kenny
Jackson, Jr., SJSU, Mark Templeton. Sr., Long Beach St.
Kicker
Barry Belli. Jr..
Fresno St.
Punter Herick Mandel. Jr.,
Utah St.
Return Specialist
Stephen
Baker, Sr.. Fresno St.
First -Team Defense
I.inemen - Jethro Franklin.
Jr.. Fresno St.: Marion Knight. Sr..
UNLV; Jim Pauciello, Sr.. Utah
St.: Mark Mraz. Sr., Utah St.
Linebackers --- Sean Foy, Sr..
Fullerton St.; David Grayson, Sr..
Fresno St.:* Cliff Hannemann. Sr.,
Fresno St.; Al Smith, Sr.. Utah Si.
Defensive hacks
- Roger
Beavers. Sr.. Long Beach St.;
Mike Stewart. Sr.. Fresno St.;
K.C. Clark, Sr., SJSU; David
Hollis. Sr.. LINL.V.
Second-Team Offense
Wide receivers
Charles
Lockett. Sr., Long Beach St.: Guy
Liggins, Jr., SJSU
Tackle
Ed Gilliss. Jr.. Fullerton St.; Joe losefa. Sr.. IBS.
Guards Spencer Battle. Sr..
Long Beach St.: Mann Mulitalo,
Sr., SJSU
Center Steve Clower, Sr..
UOP.
Tight end --- Paul Pflug. Sr .
Fresno St.
Running hacks
James Vv’il
hams, Sr.. liresnii Si Tim Ruch
ardson. Sr., Pacific. Anthony Mos
Icy. Sr.. Fresno Sr
Kicker
Sergio Oliv arty.
Jr., SJSU.
Punters
Tom Diehl, Jr..
SJSU: Bohliulberg. Sr.. LIMN.
Second-Team Defense
Linemen
Ron Mclean.
Sr., Fullerton St.: Don Ititi, Sr..
Long Beach St.; Wayne Woodard, Sr., SJSU: Greg Rainse,
Sr.. Fresno St.
Linebackers Steve Rahon.
Sr.. Long Beach St.: Sam Kennedy, Sr., SJSU: Lloyd Forrest.
Jr., SJSC. Ron Talbot, Sr.. Pa chic.
Defensive hacks -- Rod Webster. Jr., Fresno St.: Greg Cox.
Jr., SJSU: Alvin Horn. Sr..
UNLV: Darrin Long, Jr.. Utah St.
Honorable Mention
Carl Hancock. DL. 1.10P;
Bobby Kinder, LB. New Mexico
St.: Barry Kidney, LB, WM
Mark Roberts. LB, UOP:
Williamson. DB. Fresno St.: Ryan
Rasnick, DB, SJSU.

the nose tackle was ejected Mr picking up McMahon and throwing him
to the ground at Soldier Field in Chicago’s 12-10 a. iciory Nov 23.

made between the injury and the
Martin incident.
The suspension was delayed
while Martin appealed, letting him
play in Green Bays 44-40 SkIll over
Detroit on Thanksgiving Day.
Parins and Martin flew to New
York on Monday and the pair met
with Rozelle to seek revocation of
the suspension.
"We had what I consider it) he
a full and fair hearing before the
commissioner and I felt that Charlie,
gave a goixi accounting ()I how he
felt about the incident." Parms said
in a statement.

Missing ISSO gallles Will cost
Martin $15,000.
Gregg repeated that Martin is
"not a dirty football player."
"He’s a hard-working and dedicated athlete and I’m proud that he
is a Green Bay Packer and that I
have had the oppontinity to coach
him." Gregg said.
McMahon subsequently was
lost for the season with a shoulder
injury, hut no direct connection k,

By Sue Kiyabu
Daily staff writer
Give them a heat, and about
6,750 pounds of football spirit will
answer with the Spartan Jam.
Rapping tit the tune of "Rana ram," the California Bowl -hound
SJSU football team put together a
rendition of the song. called "Spartan Jam."

"We only had one day to get it
together.- Diaz -Infante said. "It’s
not a polished video, hut the idea
was to have fun.
Some of the players said the
shun notice kept them trom participating in the video
"I wasn’t gonna do it." said
Mace Gouldshy. Spartan nose
guard "But Tim Jackson busted
out with it." describing how Jackson wrote the lyrics to Gouldsby’s
rap.
They call nee "G" because I’m
great
tin the one they call seven eight
are some of the words to Goulds by ’s part in the rap.
Diaz -Infante wrote his portion
of the rap.
I’m big ’’I)’’ sweet IIS Ian he
leading the Spartans to victory.
Slot Receiver Guy Liggins
said ii took hint about live minutes
to write his rap.
/ am the man that werars 8.7
yeah, baby doll. Liggy. Lig. (ha
nee.
Other highlighted rappers in.
chide quarterback Mike Perez,
salet. K ( Clark anti wide re
ceoer lilt 1.11auulu. Diaz -Infante
said there vs,,n’t a lot of coordinalion in the v ’deo
It only look about I hours to
film, and it w as done in three takes.
He said they were going to have to
splice the hest of the three takes together.
"There were some people offheat." Diaz -Infante said. "But the
idea was psi us getting together
and laughing at each other."

Spartans, You can’t stop 14.5 baby.
SParhIllA raps the background chorus, while several members of the
team are in the spotlight rapping
their original lyrics.
Although the tune is not the
caliber of the Chicago Bear song,
the "Super Bowl Shuffle," about
nine members of team will he featured in the video to air Dec. 8 after
the football highlights on Channel
II. said David Diaz -Infante. offensive guard.
Diaz -Infante said the idea of a
video began as a joke.
Ile and defensive tackle
Wayne Woodard were just kidding
around when they thought about
making a video, as the Bears did
when they went to the Super Bowl.
"We weren’t serianis in the
beginning." Diaz Int ante said.
"We vv ere lust kidding around
about going to the cal Bowl."
The players talked about the
v ideo for a levy vi eel... hut not seriously. Diaz -Intanie said They
decided to go through yyith it and
posted the notice last Monday.
They recorded the v ideo the lollowmg day.

Hester may miss game
EL. SE( it \ ) API
Big play
wide receiver Jessie Hester ol the Li is
.-tigeles Raiders will probably miss his
teanis game :against the Seattle Sea haw k. nevi Nlonday night. Coach Tom
Flore...11:1Nlonday
l lore. listed the speedy second sear pro J. doubtful or the Seattle
game because in a hamstring pull Hester suffered during the Raiders’ 33-27
overtime loss to the Philadelphia Eagles Sunday .

Hester. the Raiders’ tirst-round
iIi ail choice last year, caught four
passes tor 193 yards against the Eagles. including touchdown bombs of
49 and HI yards Irom quarterback Jim
Plunkett.
Hester has 21 catches 14 632
yards. an average of 28.1 per catch.
With Hester out of the lineup, the
Raiders will have only rookie Rod
13arksylale and second -year man Tim
Mot tett as replacements

It’s Happening To You
On Campus
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Pardee named
head coach of
Houston Cougars
Jack Pardee.
HOUSTON API
.who coached the Chicago Bears and
Washington Redskins in the National
Football League, was hired as coach
.by the University of Houston yesterday with the the task of lifting the
school’s sagging football program.
The 50-year-old Pardee. whose
college coaching eaperience is limited
to one year as an assistant. succeeds
.Bill Yeoman, who retired from coaching after 25 years to take a post in the
university administration
Pardee was left without a joh
.when the U.S. Football League suspended operations for a year. He was
to have coached the New Jersey Generals after their merger with the Houston Gamblers.
Interim Athletic Director Michael
Johns said Pardee was given a contract
that pays $100010 annually.
"We need someone to build the
program hack,’’ Johnson said. "We’re
in a slump."
Pardee takes over a team that won
only one of II games this season and
lost all eight Southwest Conference
games. The team also played under the
shadow of allegations that some Con .gar players were paid and had acti.demic records altered.

SJSU shows spirit
with rappin’ video

ACCCSS
PQEVIEW

Rozelle upholds Martin’s two-game suspension
GREEN BAY. Wis. (API
NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle
yesterday rejected Green Bay Packer
Charles Martin’s appeal of his twogame suspension or slamming Chicago Bears quarterback Jim McMahon to the turf after a play ended.
Head coach Forrest Gregg and
Packer President Robert J. Parins
said yesterday they were disappointed Unit Rivet le’s decision.
Both said, however. that Martin had been given a fair hearing and
both called for unlit= handling of
similar cases in the future.
Martin was suspended without
pay for two games by Rozelle after

l’Age 5

Handsomely appointed new 2 bedroom, 21/2
bath condominium homes in a great location, minutes away
from San Jose State University.
Featuring: 2 Master bedrooms with full baths 0 Wall to wall
carpeting O Ceramic tile entry 0 Washer & dryer O Gourmet
kitchen with self-cleaning range, dishwasher, breakfast bar.
tile counter top, pantry, disposal 0 Cultured marble vanity
at bath 0 Covered parking 0 Security gate & phone intercom
system 0 Balcony 0 More!
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WALK TO SAN JOSE
STATE UNIVERSITY
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offany 14K ring.

SANTA CLARA
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Sunday 8 Monday, 12 to 4 or by
appointment. From Highway 280 take
the 10th 11th Street exit, then go north
on 11th Street 4 blocks to San
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Employees union
may sue A.S. board

It’s a Diller

Shelly Williams, a graphics design senhir, tries to transforni a picture of

Puy Ills Diller by using airbrush painting. This is Paul Staiger’s airbrush

class. The students are taking "losers"
and turning them into "sv inners."

Dorm students strut clothes in show
was a little nervous at
first, but it’s fun . . . it
adds some variety to the
regular meal in here.’
Dave Perry,
IRIIA president,
Washburn Hall resident

.1.1.1110N /OW , Jrin page /
mem rthinteers
Marie Holmes kept the glamour glitzing
attire. he appeared ready for a 5 o’ clock marvs iii her rendition of Wham!’s tune "Careless
tint
"I was a little nervous at first. Perry Whisper." offering evening ambiance to the
said. "hut it’s tun . . it adds sonic variety to glaring lights and flying lnod tossed about with
the usual dinner conversations.
the regular meal in here."
All in all it was a chance for students who
Royce Hall’s Erin Tompkins also participated in the runway rendezvous and, although live in the halls to get together and have sonic
she too was a little nersous, she strutted her fun and was the first of seven activities planned
for the dorm residents that "wasn’t canceled or
aerobic gear with an win conlidenCe.
"We didn’t even have a rehearsal This is didn’t backfire." Nam said
According to spectators Paige Turner and
a real ’off -the -cull performance." Tompkins
Suzy Sheets of Washburn Hall. the show was
said
good entertainment to dine by
During pauses between stints when the
"I like a band better . hut this is defiready wear was almost never ready
Nam, nitely better than the talent show ." Turner
spokeswoman and clothing commentator said.
throughout the show, entertained the semi -at"MIA’s doing a good Job, this helps
tentive, food -shoveling audience by begging raise spirit. And it’s better than nothing." said
tor pokes and pleading for impromptu entertain - Sheets. Turner’s dorm mate.

Athletics finances
to be scrutinized
/HNC

were able to specify whether men’s or
women’s sports would receive their
donations.
Contributors would not he able to
earmark their gins under the merger
plan. Zimmerman said
Women’s athletics boosters will
continue to give to the combined program it they see women’s sports receiving the same level ot funding they
do now . she said

"There are a lot to people out
there who care about both men’s and
women’s athler
Ammerman said.
Special es ems including the Walk
for Women ot Sparta and the men s
White Castle Hamburger Day in the
spring will remain separate. she said.
Spartan Foundation F. scent s
Director Tony McDonnell said fund
raising should increase tx ith consolida110n Or the two departments.
"I don’t think the women’s pro-

By Amy L. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
The union representing Associated Students employees might file a lawsuit against
the hoard because of differences regarding the
legality of three parts ()I an A.S. resolution
passed in July, a union representative said.
"We are seriously considering filing a
suit," said Jim Du Pont, an organizer from the
International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied Trades. "It depends on what stance (the
-X S )takes.’’
The A.S. Employer-Employee Organization Relations Resolution outlines administrative procedures between the A.S. and its employees.
Du Pont said the classification, impasse
and no-strike clauses of the resolution are unfair.
The classification clause states which of
the eight A.S. employees are eligible to loin
the union and which positions are considered
managerial or supers isory
Currently four employees are represented
by the union: two others are ineligible because
they are new employees. The eligibility of the
remaining two employees is being questioned
by the union.
Under the resolution, the final two employees are ineligible to join the union because
of their managerial or supervisory positions.
hut they have expressed their desire to he included. Du Pont said.
The impasse clause lists procedures that
the A.S. and the union are to take if they reach
an impasse. It mediation fails, the two parties
are to go to an advisory panel.
Du Pont said he feels the union would he
at a disadvantage because the advisory panel is
made up of university management.
The no-strike clause states the employees
cannot "support. cooperate or encourage . . . any strike. sickout or other total or partial stoppage or slowdown of work." Du Pont
said the union does not xv :int the clause imposed on the employees.
The A.S. Personnel Board decided last
week it) recommend to the A.S. hoard that the
classification and impasse clauses remain "as
is," said A.S. President Toni Boothe.
The personnel hoard also decided to recommend to the A.S. directors that "the nostrike clause he further clarified." Boothe said.

A.S. looks to change
budget operations,
end special account
BUDGET, from page I

I don’t think the women’s program is
going to be shortchanged.’
Tony McDonnell,
Spartan Foundation executive director

grain is going to he shortchanged,"
McDonnell said
This year’s lund drive raised
$550.111 Ill or scholarships, called
grams in aid by the university, tor the
men’s and women’s programs, he
said

’It would he a nightmare to the auditors if they
couldn’t audit (the special budget account) until next
year.’’ she said.
A possible solution is to allot money to leisure
sers ices from the special allocations account. said A.S.
Controller Gabriel Miramontes.
The special allocations budget consists of funds
that didn’t make it into the general budget, and is used
to fund student groups throughout the year as the need
arises.
Miramontes said the A.S. will decide how to supply the funding during the spring semester.

Death toll
from AIDS
up in S.F.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - More
people died from AIDS in San Francisco during November than in any
month since the epidemic started five
years ago. according to the Department of Public Health.
The department said on Monday
76 people were reported to have died
from the disease last month, in compa
nson with 69 deaths in Wither.
New cases reported totaled 108.
down from October’s 119.
The November figure brought the
San Francisco death toll from the illness since reporting started in 19111 to
1,517
’les not surprising that there are
lllll e deaths, since there are more
AIDS cases.’ said Dr. George Wither ford. of the Department of Public
Health’s AIDS office.
Health officials also said that
monthly figures include late reports oi
deaths that took place in previous
months.

ter. MIRE suited to deter it to its
house committee with only three ol the
15 members opposed. The committee
will hold further discussions and give
its recommendation to the board.
Although the hoard will not make
a decision until alter the committee’s
recommendation. ( irreltz said he is optimistic after its response
"I want to see vs hat the school
will say. and they’re pretty much
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The world’s leading
test prep orgaruzation

ENROLLING NOW! Volt us at our center.
300 Hamilton Ave . Palo Alto. CA 94301 Or call
us days evenings or even weekends Our phone
number

(415) 327-0841.

THE WINDOW
TO YOUR
FUTURE

Board may serve munchies at events
SUDS. from page
At those events, beer was served
in the Student Union Guadalupe Room
to monitor its sale, Alexander said.
Goat said he and Gehrke have
discussed how the hoard would handle
beer sales it they were approved.
Some of the ideas inchuled issuing colored arm hands to those over 21 and
using members ot Tall Kappa Epsilon
for security, he said.
Goeltz added he is unconcerned
about cleanup, since the Union’s hardwood floors are waved and beer, like
water or soft drinks. is "lust another
me, to clean up."
Follow mg discussion rri the mai

The recommendations will be presented to
the A.S. hoard today, said Victoria Johnson,
chairwoman of the A.S. Personnel Board and
A.S. director of personnel.
"The resolution is not a negotiable document," Boothe said. "It is an amendable one,
hut not for the bargaining table.
The union contends the no-strike clause is
illegal, Boothe said. However. Boothe said he
has not yet been officially contacted by union
representatives.
If the union Files suit. the A.S. inay
choose to hire its own attorney. he said.
The A.S. already employed Los Angeles based attorney Donna (’olliani to assist the
A.S. draft the resolution.
Colliani also represented the A.S. at a National Labor Relations Board hearing in June,
which led to the writing of the July resolution.
The A.S. has spent more than 53,11414)
From its legal counsel account to pay attorney
fees.
"We’ve depleted most of the funds in that
account," Boothe said. "We have no money
for legal advice or defense."
If the A.S. finds the union has a "compelling case and overwhelming case, and we saw
the information and did research, we may
choose to eliminate the nut-strike clause."
Boothe said.
The four eligible employees sited in September to unionize to establish continuity he’
cause the A.S. officers change each year.
"The union is not seeking higher wages or
more days of f. Boothe said. "It is looking for
stability."
Despite nimors to the contrary, the A.S.
will not hire an attorney to represent the A.S. at
the bargaining table. Boothe said. The A.S.
would only seek counsel in areas of legal questions. Boothe said.
Du Pont said he has requested to meet with
the A.S. directors next week.
An A.S. negotiating team is being set up
by the personnel hoard. Boothe said.
At Monday’s meeting of the personnel
hoard. SJSU Personnel Officer Samuel Milioto
proposed to the hoard that the university employee officer serve as chief negotiator at no
cost to the A.S. It was also proposed that the
chairman of the personnel hoard and the A.S.
business administrator he a part of the negotiating team, Boothe said.

going to have to say yes." Goat said.
’It all rests on Gail Fullerton now, and
she’s going to have some big problems
it she says no.’’
Because the program hoard
stands in make money . and beer sales
are allowed at football games in a
more open ens ironment. Goa, said
he will he ready to challenge the negatise response he is eypecong
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Macintosh Plus
$1399 or $63/month*

3 MOIVITIS OF APPLECARE
FREE ON ALL MACINTOSH
COMPUTERS PURCI1ASED
BEFORE srr [EMBER 30. 1986

512K Enhanced Macintosh
$1055 or $48/month*
Free Macintosh carrying case to first 50
uaomers purchasing a 512k enhanced.)

Pantomic-X

$299

800K
l
aDrive
nre
txE
C
ImageWriter
11 Printer
$469 or $21/month*

or $20/month*

Plus-X
Tri-X
FILM

30% Off

ORDERING INFORMATION
Pnces quoted include a discount for cash, check or Apple Credit Card purchases.
If you wish to use Visa or Mastercharge please add 3%. We can take orders over the
phone and can ship them upon receipt of a check or approval of credit. Shipping
and Handling charges will be added to cover the cost of UPS Ground plus insurance. Apple
Credit Card purchases will require your signature in person at the time of submitting your application and purchase.
You can also come into the store for immediate delivery! You must be a full time student for the Fall 1986 semester
at SJSU to qualify to purchase a Macintosh from Spartan Bookstore. To place your order or request an
Apple Credit Card Application call (408)-277-3043. Limit of one computer system per customer.
No down payment necessary.

SALE $1.75 & $2.69
Regular $2.50 & $3.85
12/1/86. 12/11/86

SPARTA.N
BOOKSTORTie
SPARTAN SHOPS balOh

Spartan Bookstore Film Center

Service is our Miticir

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Macintosh is a trademark of McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
and 11 used with express permission of its owner.
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Reagan asks for special probe, names adviser
Spartan Daily/Wednesday,

WASHINGTON IAN
Under pressure Irum Congress. President Reagan yesterday called or appointment ol
a special counsel to investigate the diversion 01 Iranian arms
sales profits to Nicaraguan rebels and named a former CIA
official his national security ads iser.
Besides seeking to invoke a post -Watergate -era law
providing for probes independent of the executive branch.
Reagan urged members of the House and Senate to consolidate under one committee their own probes of the affair.
"If illegal acts were undertaken, those who did so will
he brought to justice," the president declared lie also announced that Frank Carlucci. one-time deputy CIA director
and deputy secretary ol defense vs ill replace Vice !Wm

ill’ illegal acts were undertaken,
those who did so will be brought to
justice.’
President Reagan

3

it
3

Page 7
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John M. Poindexter. who resigned last week as national security adviser.
The president said he’d been informed by Attorney
General Edwin Meese III early yesterday that "reasonable
grounds" existed to seek appointment of an independent
counsel by a three -judge court.
While Reagan was speaking in a rare midday broadcast
to the nation, the Senate Intelligence Committee, continuing closed door hearings on the American-Iran -Contra uproar, questioned Poindexter.
Republican congressional leaders praised Reagan for
moving decisively to end the disarray wrought by the Iranian arms sales disclosures. Democrats, too, applauded his
decision to seek an independent counsel. But lawmakers argued about whether investigations now under way. or
planned, should he merged under the umbrella of a select
committee --- as was done in the Watergate period.
Members of both parties said, however, they were
pleased with (’arlucci’s appointment. Since Poindexter’s
resignation Nov. 25. Alton Keel has served as Reagan’s national security adviser on an acting basis.
In the four-minute speech Iron) his desk. Reagan assured the nation: "It illegal acts were undertaken, those

who did so will he brought to justice. If actions in implementing my policy were taken without my authorization,
knowledge or concurrence, this would he exposed and appropriate corrective steps will he implemented."
The fast-moving chain of events began with Sen. Richard Lugar’s demand that White House Chief of Staff Donald
T. Regan and CIA Director William Casey resign.
Lugar. R -Ind.. outgoing chairman of Senate Foreign
Relations Committee and usually an ally of the president,
said that U.S. foreign policy was "badly crippled** by the
widening controversy.
There was no immediate indication that Regan or
Casey would quit.
Other GOP figures. including Senate Republican
leader Bob Dole of Kansas, offered hacking for the embattled Regan, accused by congressional critics of mismanaging the White House.
"I don’t see that it would serve any purpose at this
time to have Don Regan leave," Dole said.
Meanwhile. White House spokesman Dan Howard
said he could not confirm that Marine Li. Col. Oliver W.
North had taken the Fifth Amendment, refusing to answer
several questions Monday during an appearance before the
Senate panel.
North. an aide to Poindexter on the National Security
Council. was fired by the president for his role in the funneling to Nicaraguan resistance forces of profits from the
sales of U.S. arms to Iran.
Reagan had been prodded by Republicans and Democrats alike to seek an independent counsel to dig into the
scheme in vs loch up to $30 million from the sale of arms to
Iran was diverted to Contra rebels in Nicaragua.
’This morning. Attorney General Meese advised me
of his decision that his investigation has turned up reasonable grounds to believe that further investigation by an independent counsel would he appropriate.’’ the president said.
’Accordingly
I immediately urged him to apply
to the court here in Washington for the appointment of an
independent counsel.’’ Reagan added.
At a news conlerence minutes later at the Justice Department. Meese announced "we are proceeding to make
that application" for a special counsel. But he declined to
he inure specific
Meese detested himself against criticism that he

Sikh terrorism over weekend incites
16,000 Hindus to riot in New Delhi
NEW DELHI. India (API
Mobs of Hindus angered by Sikh terrorism rampaged through the capital
yesterday and battled Sikhs outside
their temples. Police reported 1.500
arrests as they struggled to control the
16.(XX) Hindu rioters.
Bloodied protesters were seen at
several confrontations with clubswinging police, but there was no itnmediate figure on the total number of
injured.
The rioting erupted during a general strike called by a Hindu party it)
express "anger and anguish" over the
massacre Sunday of 24 Hindus in Punjab state by assailants described by police as Sikh terrorists.
"The situation is very tense. We
can’t say what we are going to do,"
area police chief R. Mohan said last
night evening in densely populated old
Delhi, where the major sectarian battle
erupted at the historic Sisganj Sikh
temple.
Police tired shots in the air, burst
tear gas shells and made repeated

charges with steel -tipped bamboo
clubs to break up the melee at the
temple.
"They challenged us." temple
spokeman Hardeep Singh said to explain why 150 Sikhs came out of the
shrine with ceremonial swords to confront HMO Hindu protesters. He said
the Hindus shouted curses and derisive
chants.
The street in front of the temple
was littered with rocks and broken
bricks alter the battle and a curfew was
declared in the area last night.
Sikhs and Hindus also hauled
outside a Sikh temple in east Delhi,
and police !Ought running battles in
other areas with Hindu rioters vs ho
threw stones, blocked roads and set
fires. Eight vehicles and two Sikh
houses were set ahla/e.
The army was put on alert after a
meeting of military and government
officials. and police cars with loudspeakers cruised the city’s neighborhoods at nightfall warning people to
stay inside.

General strikes or other protests
were declared in six Indian states yesterday, hut widespread v iolence developed only in New Delhi, where 7.000
extra police and paramilitary troops
were called in.
lawmakers
Parliament,
In
shouted protests tor a second day
against the terrorist actions of Sikhs
who demand an independent nation in
Punjab.
Home Minister Huta Singh was
jeered by opposition members as he
tried to explain that Punjab’s police
were ill-equipped to light terrorists
’iiitled by Pakistan." The neighboring
nation has denied claims it is behind
the violence.
Sikhs make up about 2 percent of
India’s 780 million people hut form a
majority in Punjab. a rich farming
state.
The militants demand an independent Sikh nation they call "Khalistan," which means "Land of the
pure" in the Punjabi language.

Spartaguide
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The Arnold Air Society and the
Stanford Blood Bank are holding a
holiday blood drive from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. today through Friday in the Student Union Loma Prieta Room. Call
Thomas McNeill at 277-2(179 or 2277882 for information.
A representative from the National Parks Service will answer questions about summer employment opportunities from 10 a. m. to 2 p.m.
today in Career Planning and Placement, Business Classrooms, Room 13.
Call Lupe Zuniga at 277-2272 for information.
The Re-Entry Advisory Program
is holding its last meeting of the semester from noon to 1:30 p.m, today
in the Student Union Pacheco Room.
Call Kit Carter at 277-2005 for information.

Student Union Umunhum Room. Call
Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for information.

p.m. tomorrow at the Campus Christian Center. San Carlos and 10th
streets. Call Tien at 270-1226 for information.

The SJSU Symphony Orchestra
holds auditions every Thursday by appointment. Call Robert Sayre at 2772917 or 277-2905 for information.

The Mathematics and Computer
Science Department is holding a lecture on Femmes last theorem from 4
p.m. tomorrow in MacQuarrie
Room 324. Call Marilyn Ruch at 27724 I I for information.

Campus Ministries is holding a
Vietnamese Bible Study from 4 to 5:15

want bucks?
...Sell your books NOW at Roberts

Psychology Prof. Sheila Bienenfeld will speak at 12:30 p.m. today at
the University Club. Eighth and Sun
Salvador streets, in a series of faculty
hook talks. Call David McNeil at 2772595 for information.
Career Planning and Placement is
holding a Co-op Orientation at 1:30
p.m. today in the Student Union Costanoan Room. Call Cheryl Allmen at
277-2272 for information.

,
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The Student Health Service is
holding a Hodgkin’s disease Seminar
from noon to 1:15 p.m. tomorrow in
Health Building, Room 208. Call
Oscar Battle at 277-3622 for informafion.
Career Planning and Placement is
holding a Career Search Workshop
:from 12:30 to 2 p.m. tomorrow in the

LOS ANGELES (AP) CIA Director William J. Casey personally approved agency support for a secret
arms shipment to Iran in November
1985, contrary to what he initially told
congressional intelligence committees.
the Los Angeles Times reported yesterday.
Casey apparently ordered CIA in y olvement in the U.S.-Israeli arms
shipment, believing that he was acting
in accordance with White House
wishes, though he proceeded without
written approval, the newspaper said.
The intelligence chief ordered the
CIA to provide logistical support for
the shipment at the request of 1.1.
Oliver L. North, then a member ol the
National Security Council stall, the
newspaper said, citing unidentified
government sources.
The CIA involvement occurred
some two months before President
Reagan signed the written intelligence
’finding.** a formal order from the

ii

and that McMahon approved it ’’vs itli
out (Casey’s) knowledge.** Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y., later
recounted.
Some members said Casey’s account gave them the impression he did
not even know of the shipment at the
nme
Casey later told the Senate committee that he had "misspoken.," two
knowledgeable officials said -- reportedly idler McMahon contested the
Casey version
McMahon " was furious . . . He
hit the ceiling’ at ter he learned some
members ol Congress believed he had
approved the lin thua I shipment on his
own atithorits . one unidentified source
told the Times
An oilicial. speaking on condition ist anons limy . said the CIA relayed to (’,isey the request for the arms
shipment. and the director approved it.

Federal government owns
Mono Lake, court rules
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
The United States. not California,
owns thousands of acres of land
around Mono Lake that have been
uncovered as the lake level Mrs
fallen, a federal appeals court said
Tuesday in a ruling cheered by envimnmenta I groups.
"The effect of the court’s ruling is to protect those lands, and for
that matter Mono Lake, Iron) commercial nUning or mineral leasing
activities," said Laurens Silver, a
lawyer for the Sierra Club and the

Natural Resources Defense Counsel.
He said federal law prohibits
mining on land that is part of a na
tional Scenic Area like the Mono
Basin. Although the State Lands
Commission, which also claimed
the land, had no plans pending to
mine it, no state law would have
barred mining. Silver said.
State Deputy Attorney Gen
era’ Jan Stevens said the state’s
plans or the disputed limb were
"protective.’’
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kinkoss
copies
310 S. Third St.
Across from McDonalds
295-4336

This holiday season,
get the"Write Stuff’
at the right price.
Now you can get the competitive
edge when classes begin in January. With a
Macintosh’ personal computer, and all the
write extras.
We call it the Macintosh "Write .stuffbundle. You’ll call it a great deal! Because
when you buy a Macintosh "Write Stuff"
bundle before January 9, 1987. you’ll receive
a bundle of extrasand save $250.
Not only will you get your choice of a
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh
Plus, you’ll also get an Image Writer’ II
printer, the perfect solution for producing
near letter-quality term papers or reports,
complete with graphs, charts, and
illustrations.
Plus, you’ll get MacLightning,
the premier spelling checker containing an 80,000 word dictionary
%kith options for

thesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries.
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
processing software, you can transform
your notes into the clearest, most letter
perfect papers you ever turned out. And
turned in on time.
What’s more, there’s a Macintosh
Support Kit filled with valuable accessories
and computer care products from 3M.‘
Complete with all the things you need to
keep your Macintosh running long after
you’ve graduated.
Let us show you how to get through
college better, faster, and smarter. Stop in
and see us for more information.

111Wilk, simminammizio*
$100 off the combined price of a Macintosh
and ImageWriter II. receive a free copy of
MacLightning with a retail value of $100. receive the
Macintosh Support Kit free with a retail value of
$50.00.
t Save

folth

BOOKSTORE&
ART SUPPLY

president, normally required for such
covert activity,the newspaper said.
The November shipment caught
the attention ol the House and Senate
intelligence committees because it
marked the first CI -A involvement in
the Reagan itshilinistration’s secret
arms operation, and because the
agency acted without the order Irian
Reagan.
Reagan did not learn of the arms
shipment until this February. some
three months alter it had taken place.
Attorney General Edwin Meese III
said last week.
Casey initially told the Congressional intelligence panels the CIA’s
role in the shipment had been approved by John N McMahon, then the
agency ’s deputy director tor operations. committee members said.
The CIA director told the panels
Nun. 21 that lie %%as traveling in China
%%hen the White House request came

\
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Recreation and Leisure Studies
graduate students are holding a Leisure
Lifestyles Workshop from 6 to 8:30
p.m. today in Spartan Complex, Room
209. Call Vivian at 277-2701 for information.

CIA director OK’d arms deal
without White House approval
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The Akhayan Filipino -American
Club meets 2:30 p.m. today in the Student Union Almaden Room. Call
Rowena Alabastn) at 926-4160 for information.

waited too long to call the FBI and the Justice Department’s special ihree-menther panel he mimed, which will he
headed by former Sen John Tosser. -Te %as
division
he had
that
into
anda
criminal
yl
ira
sthe
scase,
ec
ln
u
"With the appointment ol an independent counsel, we
delayed the decision to seek an independent counsel.
"All of my participation was entirely proper." said will have in place a dual system tom assuring a thorough review
of all aspects of this matter.** Reagan said.
Meese, who had provided Reagan with advice about the leWhile acknowledging that Congress has a legitimate
gality of the "intelligence finding" last January. upon
interest in probing the scandal and promising to cooperate
which the secret Iran weapons deal was based.
In his speech, announced just an hour before Reagan with its effons. Reagan said. "I do believe Congress can
went on tele 1.10ii he vowed that "no area of the NSC’s carry out its duties in getting the lam without disrupting the
staff acts its’’. Is I II X. immune*’ Irom a separate review by a orderly. conduct or a i part ot this nation’s government.
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A.S. still Timeout
awaiting
sponsor’s
payment

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

clan workers -day evening or Saturday as a caring volunt.1 Call
Evelyn Simmer 299-2784

ADULT (MOD CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE, Call 255-0724 Irecordingl
lo gm your copy 24 hr. FREE
AIRPLANE RIDES’, 54 lb-Rel0
airport on Dec 6 Sponsor

San

Jos* Prsciaion Flight Team
CHILD

74 DATSUN ST WGN 11105 41001 gi1
72
shape am tm toss 5775 60
DA TSUN SEDAN 1200 $650 Ic
12 DT SN $550 too Call 370 2563

COD32131477-8474

69 BUG shun on loots lung on relia
billy $475 best otter Call Katie at

SAVE 6200 on wedding ring sat Find
out how Call Victoria al 998-0160
until Ilprn

TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal II pro.
bussional growth as Voluntariu In.
tern in world renowned local
program
Counseling. support

By Andy Bird
Daily staff wnter
A $1.000 homecoming week
sponsorship check, intended for the
Associated Students. apparently has
been lost in the mail.
The A.S. still has not received a
sponsorship payment from Santa Clara
Counts Transit, said A.S Business
Admitustiator Jean Lenart. who three
weeks ago voiced concerns about the
delay.
The check was mailed by the controller’s office Nov . 21, and there is no
explanation why the A.S. has not received it yet, said Doug Knapp. Santa
Clara County Transit public information officer.
’We’re sending an affidavit Ito
the A.S. Business Office) so the
county can put a stop indet on the
check. Knapp said

15.278 AVAIL
ABLE. Catalog 52 00 Research
11322 Idaho 020681 Los An
VISA MC
01
geies
90025

RESEARCH PAPERS

ABUSE

AUTOMOTIVE

services. adrnin data processing.
pubic awareness tund-rtaing,
elc si a mono.lingual, all majors grad 8 undorgrad Expari
once from clerical 0 post -grad

BUGS FOR SALE.’ San Jose. best
BUGS All guaranteed’. 100.. tr
nencIng. OAC Call VW Restoration al 297.8200 5200 discount on

Intro -10.0000M WE NEED YOU
Near campus IC E F PO Boa

PROF

952. S J 90108, 280-5055

Tapas
cessors ’Meg
Prompt Service PU 6 0111/Ory
Son,
Data
Creative

COMPUTERS

Ices

140E4866-6080

MACINTOSH USERS Rani
lima on
LaserWriter Plus
printer
Wordprocessing
and
straight typing SefvICes also Call
DAYSTAR CI 368-2717 Pickup

IBM MONO CARD & MONITOR 5175,
IBM CGA S Amdek haw monitor
64113046
6. pack
AST
$125.

and delivery
quality work.

COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
private instruction on Ilse IBM PC.

IBM. XT COMPATIBLE. 256k. 2 &twos.
monitor. keyboard. MG P. 8605
6406. 70MB hard disk, drive.
monitor. keyboard. 51095 Dot

In Wordstar, wordpertect, writing

mains printer. 5240. Latter gush

APPLE

1206 rebll club 295.90911

HELP FOSTER KIDS!! Work with so-

classes only 227-1990
01514 TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IRM MS.DOS CP M ALTOS
Ponables-OSBORN.T5940.
....
Over 500 Disk formats
Word Pro$1400 a disk

993-1207

vehicle purchase w unit I D
MUST SELL 72 GHIA. excel
cond motor body Orig owner

assistant or professional editor
South San Jose hod. Afternoon

76 MG MIDGET sr id. hew 11/11
boost systern brakes cern
at,. 245 miles 42400 245 8936

-

Rusonable rates.

sou
inuliTtunctIon
5110 135
per cik 256k 140, 736.7120 eves

-

Christmas
Boxed Cards
You’ll find a special yuletide wish for everyone on your list.

Three weeks ago. Knapp said the
delay resulted when a County Transit
employee lost the sponsorship
County Transit which promoted
its shuttle bus service during homecoming week, contracted with the
A.S. Homecoming Committee to pay
$1.000 for the sponsorship. The contract called for payment WWI immediately after homecomingweek.
Without the payment. the A.S.
cannot balance the hooks on homecoming week. Lenart said. A pnilit
and loss statement cannot be prepared
until the $1.000 is received, she said.
All homecoming financial transactions are handled through the A.S.
Business Office.

’Top Gun’
canceled
for SJSU
By Amy I.. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
The showing ol the move "Top
Gun" by the Associated Students Program Board has been canceled because
producers of the movie have withdrawn it Irout college circuit distribution.
"Top Gun," a film about a
young Navy pilot starring Toni Cruise,
was scheduled for tonight at Morris
Dailey Auditorium. The film "Ferris
Buellers Day Off" vi ill he shown instead.
Paramount Pictures, the producers of "Top Gun." feel the movie is
still doing well in theaters. said Jason
Challis. program hoard tilm chairman.
"Tin very disappointed." Challis
said "We’ve had a few phone calls
rom people wondering Vk hy the movie
vs as canceled.’’
Exactly how many sewers the
movie would have drawn is hard to
say, Challis said. Although the program hoard expected a high turnout,
he said.
"Hopefully there won’t be a lot
of unhappy people (at the auditorium
tonight)." Challis said.
"This happens at least once a semester.’’ said Ted Gchrke. A.S. Program Board adviser.
Films Incorporated. based an Chicago. is the company the A.S. Program Board contracts for its Wednesday Night Cinema films.
"The producers of the film have
the right to withdraw a film Inim distribution on the basis ot commercial
success," said Tom Ciesielka, senior
sales programmer of Films Incorporated.
The company is a sub-distributor
of films to places other than theaters,
such as colleges and hospitals, he said.
"Paramount did not realm: earlier what an incredible success the
movie would he," Ciesielka said.
"Because it is still publicly playing, it
withdrew the college release until Jan.
17."
"Top Gun" has grossed close to
$175 million. Ciesielka estimated.
The A.S. Program Board’s contract with Films Incorporated included
the pros stun that producers have the
right to withdraw a film. Ciesielka
said.
"Ninety-eight percent of the time
this never happens." Ciesielka said.
"This is the exception." Other movies
in which distribution dates have been
delayed include "The Rocky Horror
Picture Show" and "The Gods Must
Re Crazy he said.
When a film’s release date is
changed, another film of comparable
value replaces the scheduled film. and
the program hoard has the option to
hook the film again in the future. he
said.
The hooking (if "Top Gun" for
the spring semester should he no problem br the A.S. Program Board, he
said.
"Ferris Hueller’s Day Off" will
he shown at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. tonight. Admission is $2 per person.

Julie Bennett Daily stall photographer
lien -shin Lee. graduate nutrition student, lakes a nap in a lab in
the Central Classroom Building.

The lUti6 homecoming committee spent
Ill
S. money to
print the County Transit logo on homecoming T-shirts as part of the
sponsorship contract.
County Transit decided to participate in homecoming week after the
A.S. lost a $3,000 sponsorship from
Bouomley Distributing. Owner Don

Bottomley. who,: company had provided $3.000 Ii homecoming week
the past three years. said the 198h
homecoming committee submitted a
sponsorship tour late in Mc car
The company instead chose to
participate in two promotions vs ith the
Men’s Athletic Department at the
homecoming game Oct. 4.
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This happens at least
once a semester.’
Ted Gehrke,
program board ad. iser
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RESUME WRITING-INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES-DRESSING FOR SUCCESS
. NEW

cu LOWER LEW

ENTER-M[11E11T

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

ALL PARTICIPANTS
WILL RECEIVE A FREE
CAREER SEARCH WORKBOOK,
RESUME GUIDE, AND
MUCH MORE!
DONT MISS IT!
FREE AND OPEN TO EVERYONE
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San Jose St. Univ./San Jose
Thursday, December 4
Unumhum Room of the Student Union-12:30
Co-Sponsored by the Career Planning & Placement Center
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Peter Stein

Dry Toast

Campus

A SQUARE.

President Gail Fullerton made a decision to combine
SJSU’s men’s and women’s athletic departments. The two
will be merged into one program managed by one athletic
director. Among the reasons for the change was a $250.00ii
deficit in the men’s program last year.
Consolidating the departments would end duplication
of efforts and allow a permanent athletic director to more
efficiently manage the problem.

v447

FOR SALE
FUTONS!. Quality cotton peoducts
Create your own living I sleeping
space with our futons, pillow.
end frame. Custom Futons & Pli.
lows Plus 900 S Winchester
Blvd
San
Jose
296-6101
GRAND OPENING SALE,.
I SELL ONLY ONE model and size
1231 of Olio, but you can own
new 12-s9ee4 for less than $65
RUC Bicycle Saes offers lowcost transportation needs for the
Student 30 day guarantee All
sees fInsi Call Days 042-7738,
Eves 293-4780 Ask for Joe
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES? Bor.
row thorn from us’ Reel Estate.
Motivational, Sales 41, Buenos.
hoeneaudy courses Hundreds
to choose from’ We’ll *leo accept
any user courses for credit toweird the annual fee UNLIMITED

TEACHERS FOR SMALL professional
preschool with caring atmosphere Need ECE. enthusiasm.
and creetivily Flexible hours II
friendly staff Little Scholars Pre
school 236-1474 or 274-4726
TELEMARKETING EXCELLENT COMMUNICATORS loader to sell
radio alr time 2 shifts, Sam-12, or
I pm
5pm
(TEN) $10 hr
BONUS Call Mrs
3900

Green at 377’

TELEPHONE SALES-pert Mee Soli
subwiptions to the MercuryNews Guaranteed 5450 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM-1PIA or
4 30PM4 30.44, Mon -Fri
plus
Set Call today (404) 983-1800

Daytona B.ch Call 14400-6546933 Thin could be member of
your chool staff

borrowing

The SemInar Librery
M00)024-2222 132

.
.,__. : _
E

6
,. .._. .

HOUSING

a

-

The Real World

-

Art actual pictorial of Bill -bob Slorgankle
inventing square dancing way back in ’22.

shoulder.. etc) I 5Ti. discounts to
students and faculty Call before
Christrna.. 1986 A get your 1s1
appl at 1 2 price Unwanted hair
disappears with my care Gwen C
CI...Ogren. El E Call 559-3500, for
appt . 1845 S Beacom Ave CC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
EE’s IE MI
IS THAT DESIGN protect
due IS you have no resources for
Ideas or what to build? SHI El. trunks is committed to offering
low cost electronic (component)
II computer Information needs tor
the student Call Days 942.7736,
Evers 293-4700a. for Joe

suit with SJSU student for 30 minute. FREE Practice limited to MI
aspects of immigration and nstu
Office located
ralleation law
within 10 minutes from campus
Call Robert Ng al (4081 289-8400
for an appointment

autos (most loreign & domestic)
Horne& business, relining. locks
deadboits Installed
Mobilebonded-license1 Open 9 to 6prn.
Mon thru Sat (Sun by eppointmint) EMERGENCIES ANYTIME

campuses nationwid., Gain olio . 10 work experience while going

g* available Walking distance to
San Joare State Office 72 N 5th

to school selling display advents.
lop in your class schedule Restaurant guide., coupons and student buying guide sections 100%

ST. 998-0234

Ron Hughes owner mernber-NLA
LIA Evergreen Locksmith 6 Security Service. call 270-3277. SJ

guarenteed readership We offer
Flexible hr to fit schedule Excellent commissions paid weekly
with car expen. and generous
bonin structure Complete train.
log tv bonus We require Courleou. 6 outgoing personality Will
to win over adversity Previous
sales mrperien.

Call today for
interview, 000) 822-4004,
oar for Mr Roger Pier.
local

NONSMOKER NEEDED TO SHARE
CONDO-1350
12 utile turn
MBR-bth.ocuoi. pool, 2565528
ONE BEDROOM APT. no pets, single
adult $400 mo Four blocks hum
campus Call 293-4091
RESERVE AN APT for January Huge
.curIty. 2 brem 2 9th 1 be kern
camp.. 148 E WIIii.m. a! 4th
See Kelly or call 287-5316

EARN 5.400 weekly

560 per hundred

envelopes

stuffed Guaranteed
Horneworkers needed for company protect stuffing envelopes
and asombling materiels Send

stamped self addressed envelope
to JON Mall Co P 0 Box 25-1.
Castalc, Ca 91310
FUN. Flex MRS I GOOD PAY, New
Wanes.. walking dIslance frm
SJSU OPPORTUNITY? 293.2245
INSTRUCTORS-MOVEMENT

PRO-

ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE Loge rrn
In Viet.. Sou. acr.s. SJSU
Available
Jan
Isl.
5230 rno
5175 drop utll FREE 354-8117
ROOM FREE FOR some housework
and care of elderly men Kitchen
privilege. 48 S 20th Sr . cell Don
at 296-7116
1 BDRM APT ...curtly bldg parking
Welk to SJSU, 760 S rtth St

yrs WM days -S6 349 hr Call Patti
Keegan at 964-3257 (Clly Santo
Clara)
JOBS. JOBS’ JOBS’ Ideal for students Join our merkeling staff
Take .w and renewal magazine
orders by phone Mon thru Weds
I Sat A Sun Outatending earning
potential C.11370-9090
KIDDIE WORLD TOYS. 3640 &evens
Creek elver. San Jo.e. 241-1100
enroll... sales. cashier posi.
tions open Apply
Kiddie World.
NO cells
LOOKING

FOR

PART

TIME

work?
Togo at 900 N First St is hiring
for day time position. Please call
267.4570 or inquire within

lacDONALD NOW HIRING’ Premium
fey, hours flexible around school
schedule Two-floe day.. 10-35
hr wk

Interviews

M -F 3-4pm
Cont., Mike or Lucy at 356-3095,
15475 L. Gatos Blvd
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED. part.
tine NOW, full.tirne
break Cali Debby or Rine at Rue
soll’ Furniture-296-73g3

BACKACHE??

Free

miamlnation

le

care as part of reseerch protect
If you have had low back pain for
more than 6 months 6 are 20-55
yrs old, pees. call Palmer College of Chiropractic -West .1 1408)
2444907..1 401
BEETHOVEN
STRAUSS-SJ
SYMPHONY. FREE ticket.. register
MUSIC 10A winter session-Prof
Manning
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED M
live with sincere handicapped
man

discounts .ellable For fr. Info,
write CLO 6003-6 Mapes Lent,
Columbia. MD 21045
SIERRA ICE new company special.
IzIng in sales 8! delivery of cubed
for parties or any occasion
For 10 cents per pound we offer
FREE delivery and require NO
MINIMUM purchase amount In
addition to ice sales we rent and
sell 1. machines for your home
or business For Information coil

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now’ Sao your teeth, eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see AS Office or
call OM 371-6011

045-7971

after

12pm

(I.ve

TRAVEL
SKI NORTH TAHOE. Sun n’ Sand
Lodge, 6300 N Lake Blvd. Kings
Beech -Lake Tame Co 95719,
phone 19161 546-2515 515 par
person double occupancy. 55
each additional Beautiful motel
on lake, TV minutes to North Star

HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION!! Wobble dinner. parties
Sunday brunch., lectures, Tuesday ’Lunch and Leer,." Israeli

TYPING
Thews. 014.r-tenons, report.
Eight page minimum, sly month.
Ito. disk storage On-line word
processing, sli for Joys at

264-

1029

deicing, holiday celebralon.
For Infornotion call Hilla at 2.-

cessing

paper.,

theses,

re

eon. office Overflow, mailings.
newsletter. Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 minute. from carnpu Word. and
more (Pamela) 923-7910

6311
PART 9 FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’ Notional
firm
preparing
for
Christmas work end aerfn.ter
break @fork if accepted you will
sem $925 starting’ Part time (20)
*ening. per week equal $185
Full (40) earnings per week equal
$370 No !experience is needd hoohne of our Intensive on the job
waning proof.? Good math and
plus Some
reeding skills are
evening and weekend positions
are scoriaew end some flemilrallty
IS al1owed during final exams In
addition, If you qualify. corpora.
scholarship. are *warded. Inter
nehlps ere possible and you may
.m 2,3.4 credit, per querlef or
During your winter,
semester
spring, end especially summer

NATIONAL GAY -BI contact club 10 .
men end women Confidenel. low
ra1. Send SASE to NOCC. PD
Box

20781-K.

San

Jose,

Ca

95159

PD DATE NEEDED HI. 1 m Ron F’ I like
football
hanging out In front of
the Union You’ve probably sem
me Cell if Interest. 259.2033
PROFESSOR’. EXAM FILES available
for
Engineering
(6
required
courses In CE, EE, ME end 14.1

brooks, full time work le available
Call today for information and en

Error), FIT. Ceilculue. Chemistry
and Physics Avellable et Sperten
Bookstore S Roberts Book Store

interview, or cell Monday through
Friday Women 10 AM -2 PM (408)
275-9695 11 the line Is burry,
Pinta be patient end try again

SAWASDEE. ALL THAI STUDENTS
we need you to join our newly
fonned THAI Student Association Please contact Penh. at

’An equal opportunity company

279-4575

PART TIME JOBS. We market auto
club membershipe for the major
oil compeni. Part-lkno, cloy

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY.. Confldentlar 335 S
San Jo. Call
Beywood Ave

hours. weekly paychoks 57 to
$15 hourly commission, complete
trebling provided Greer mrper1.. for your resume R C Smith

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chriellan Center Sunday -Lutheran 10 45 ern,
Catholic 400 and 0 DO pm Please

Corp

247-0570

STUDENT ASSISTANT poItIon In Stu
dent Activities a Services Office
to 4.1.1 in developing materials
for student organization. end student leadership program 15-20
hr...

$4305,

Apply

by

12 10 86 in CAE Bldg
niACHERS & AIDES for preethool

AC.
ACCURATE,
ABSOLUTELY,
COUNTABLE for telephoneze that
toots typing ther tops -try
Tony -296-2067
double spaced
anteed

NEED 76 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight Control program No drug.. no exercise
100% guarenteed Cal (4061 2457503

247-7406 for eppointment

call Campus Ministry it 296-0204
for worahlp.counselingprogrern
Rev
and ittudy opportunities
Nate. Shlres.Fr Bob Leper,Sr
Jo., Penal., Rev Norb rim
heber

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL. Stop shaving. waxing.

No pi? 1.
Student discounts Neer
SJSU Teachers welcome’ Office
Alternative., 294-2974
small’

1.7o toweept,
THINK OF IWO
CASE STUDY,
GOYS’

Amtr

11,11660 POT Tee
I

WELL
PROF /5 GE r7INO MPmJCS FROM T/I/5
weenie MR 115114
a ye THI5 cam.

VERN RN’ ROZA’ NIP5 i r
THAT N/S LO/FE 014E5TIOVFJ,
NIS ETHICS OW OW /her reiz,
So SHE 4991,4_1(ma SLEEP
ON ME 5OPP IRST AlleRIT -

rivglYVEZairs6r

OF 71415 C

93

Or US 1HIN5\OUSICHla Fte
SEPRIINDOII IWO IMF
FDR
/NZ 29 .WE We WiCe 6o ror egf
e -c
spf-our
fkoNN
errAieuirr. tNE
’Iv ’NAME
Lid TOM411,101 64I905 141650Y itarra
Ill.
PrePr 11e4001 WRAPS
c115TOOV OF we Nor eye Is
OW OM

A WAY WITH WORDS prompt, accurate. literate, 8 A in history Wang
Word Processing. spelling errors
corrected Long manuscripts welcome Will pick up. deliver Also
available critical reeding. assistance In rewriting Dan Olinr,

Fo ,K.gb

978-0277
BARBE’S WORD PROCESSING Have
lob will process Experienced in

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

theses, manuscripts, papers, resumes,
backup
professional
work Reasonabie rates Located
conveniently, LASER PRINTER,’
Call Barbe at 926-4370
BECK SECRETARIAL
Student pa’
pens resumes business typing
needs, word processing Willow
Glen area Cell Ilse 11 207-5234
BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA Fast accurate typing end
word processing available seven
days a week Limited pickup
delivery 365-1012

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
word
processing
Reports,
theses, dissertations. group pro(octs, resumes Guaranteed quick
return. Per page and hourly rel..
Transcription available AirnodenBrenham area Fr. disk storage
Prof Steno Typing Service 1406)

Thick Crust

Erie Kieninger

Trust

DICTATION,

EDITING. ACCURATE.
FAST’. Call 379-3519 ask tor $51r.
ley.

Do you he.. paper due soon? Does
It need tuba typed? Call today to
schedule your word processing
lob Ouick turnround accurate
52 ds page 993-9260, Word for
Word Entorprises-SJ
EDITING WORD

PROCESSING, 2669446 Emphasis on correct punctuation, sentence structure, and
formatting (Turablan. APA. etc)
Former English mem, highly de
penetable Willow Glen Area, nay
to locale
Cell
Mrs
Morton
)Marsha) from 8AM-8PM at 2669448

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term wets. research papers,

letters. manuscripts (books, erti.
cl., short stores). transcription
Free SPEL-CHEK, minor edit Of
requnted), proof, disc storage
Student faculty discounts 00106
turnaround 246.5825

tiny We also do tape trancription end bookkeeping Free data
storage Ca11245.1769

SJSU Fall 06 Directory of Clan..
for additional coupon .vinras
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
Papers of all kinds and lengths
SI 30 page typing A spelling help
51 65 page. typing plus proof
reeding
Campbell area, local
pick-up II delivery avalieble, Cell
8666960

punctuation For prompt. 7 day
response, leave message tor
Pamela at (408) 275-6253
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term papers.
the.s. etc Accurate, prompt.
S2 25 dbi space per page Sore
loge erres. call Joan 01 741.5400
PUT YOUR WORDS in their beet per
sonny.
Experienced professional word processing papers.
theses. resumes Specialist In
technical
scientific
propects
Sr 7543 page Call Vicki at 281
3060 IBM area

INEXPENSIVE,

QUICK WORD pro
cessing SI 00 per pager no minimum Thesis dinerlation. etc
RHEMA GRAPHICS .1 365-5035

QUALITY

TYPIST" Near Leigh A Cara
den Reports, term papers. etc
Edging
avalialae
Correctable
From
typewriter
electronic
$t 50 double space cage Call Bill
at 371-5933

THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
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The SJSU Foundation raises more than $7 million a
year in funding, but very few people realize it. Many often
confuse the foundation with the Alumni Association.
After losing a major sponsor for Homecoming Week
’86, the rules of procedures that govern the A.S. Homecoming Committee are being revised.
The committee needs to he restructured to enhance
sponsorship searches, activities and public relations. said
Dan Larke. A.S. director of community affairs
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Calling the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights a "little
Beirut on the Potomac," former SJSU President John Bun /el said he will step down from the commission after his
three-year term expires next month.
Bunzel was SJSU president from 1970 to 1978.
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Car problem lands man in jail

Yearbook shows
Greeks’ activities Sheriff’s office being
JaneII Hall
Daily staff writer
Alter a yearlong wait. fraternities and sororities have the opportunaly to we themselves in print with
the completion of a Greek yearbook
The yearbook features color
and black and white photographs of
Council fraterniInterfraternity
the
ties and the Panhellenic sororities
of SJSU. The I 12 -page book highlights the past year’s activities
within the Greek system.
"The yearbook has pictures
from Greek Week and Homecoming and from each house’s philanthropies," said Mark Knollmueller. editor of the yearbook and
member of Kappa Sigma.
The yearbook cost in excess of
$5.(00 to produce and was aided
by contributions fn)ni Greek
alumni and local businesses.
Knollmueller said the yearbook took so long to complete because some of the houses were slow
to contribute information.
"There was a lack of participation from the Greeks," he said.
’We didn’t get photos from the
houses in time.’’
Knollmueller said problems
were compounded by problems
with the publisher
"When we did get (the yearbooks) kc. found that Taylor Pub-

lishing had made a lot of nustakes," he said. "They were sent
back and the whole color section
had lobe reprinted.’
Knollmueller said the book includes a lour -page " rite, up and
composite" !roan each house as
well as group photos from each
house.
Approximately 150 copies of
the yearbook have yet to be sold
and are available to interested fraternity and sorority members for
$20 a copy.
"Greeks should go to their
(house) presidents and start making
a request list and start collecting
money," Knollmueller said. "That
way. I won’t he getting a lot of
calls and duplicate orders
The main problem with sales
is that people want to see it before
they buy it "
Knolhnueller said once a
house has its request list compiled,
a member of the house should contact him at Kappa Sigma. He said
each caller should remember to
leave his or her name, the name of
the house along with the house’s
phone number.
"I don’t know if the yearbook
will continue on in the Greek system." Knollmueller said. "It was a
lot of work. It took more time than
we expected."

sued for $5,000

(TIARA’ ATIAt. I I. I API
Richard Tahorn had sar trouble,
coasted to a stop at a shipping plaza
and lived the problem. He cleaned his
hands and tossed the grimy paper towels int() a trash bin.
His efforts to avoid littering resulted in his arrest.
The charge...Theft.
The charge eventually was
thrown out. And so was a drug charge
filed months later
But that’s not the end of it. said
Taborn, who is suing the sheriff’s office !Or $5,000, charging illegal arrest
and "a little embarrassment.
The initial complaint against Tahorn stated that on Feb. 6 he did "knowingly &prise Rogart’s Tavern of the
use of professional sanitation sers ices
by appropriating said sea.% lee it) his
own personal use.’
He "placed said trash into a
Faircloth sanitation (hin).
He did
not have permission to dump said
trash," the complaint said.
Taborn. 34, spent the nest 15
hours in the Pinellas County oil.
I never heard of anybody being
arrested for not being a litterbug," I:thorn’s attorney Joe Lovelace said.
"1 don’t think he should base
been arrested for that." said Das id
Mutichuk. owner ol Bogart ’s
Mutichuk said police called him
early one morning. "They asked me if

Interview
workshop
to assist
students
By Marj Martin
Daily stall writer
Students, too hiisi ss tin studies
during their senior yeiii. usually don’t
learn the IVICS of the job search until
they have botched a few interviews,
according to Margaret Wilkes, coordinator for the On -Campus Interview
Program.
Hut SJSU students, including
busy seniors. can learn most of the
necessary basics tomorrow at 12:30
p.m. in the Student Union Umunhum
Room.
The Chrysler-Plymouth Career
Search Workshop will he presented
here by representatives of Business
Week Careers, a national magazine
which specializes in career issues.
Business Week Careers has a
yearly circulation of more than
450,($0t) and is a guide to national career issues. Its stall has access to current job market inforniation in any area
of the United States. according to
magazine representatives.
The workshop will he a comprehensive two-hour program conducted
by one of the magatine’s three -member teams, Wilkes said.
The team, which has had special
training in the field of job hunting, will
guide free discussions and answer any
questions students may have, she said.
Tomorrow’s seminar will feature
a humorous, five-minute video on
"How Not To Get A Job. the story
of a college graduate who can do nothing right
This sideo will set the stage for
an afternoon filled with advice on selfassessment, skill analyses and personal preference selection. Job searching is much easier if you know yourself and understand the Job market you
have selected, explains the workshop’s
newsletter.
The Career Search Workshop will
provide a "hands on" resume writing
session and a "how to" video about
advertising yourself via your resume
Dressing for success and solving
interviewing dilemmas are some other
video topics of interest to soon -to-be
graduates. Wilkes said.
MU is one of only 90 campuses
nationwide to host the Chrysler-Ply
mouth workshop. It was probably selected because "our Career Planning
and Placement . . . especially the Resource Center, has been used as a
model by colleges throughout the
country," Wilkes said.
The free workshop will include a
mixture of videos and live discussions
and is open to students in all majors.
Workbooks and other materials will be
provided free of charge, Wilkes said.
The workshop team will also be
present at a Student Union information
table this afternoon. Wilkes said

Correction
Yesterday’s Spartan Daily
incorrectly attributed a statement
to Rich Chew, associate men’s
athletic director.
Dan Buerger. executive assistant to the president, said consolidating men’s and women’s
athletics would end duplication
of efforts and allow for better
management.

vitamin pills.
Taborn had been to the doctor the
day before and hail 60 days worth of
prescription medication in the car. he
said. He sutlers from hypoglycemia, a
blood sugar disorder. he said.
According to Tahorn. Deputy
Gregory Handsel asked to search the
.ar and when Tahom said no, he was
lapped with the petty theft charge and
he car was searched.
An arrest alt iday it states that
’several hundred pills’ were found in
he car, but no charges were brought at
the t nine. ill September. Tahorn said he

Taborn’s effort to
avoid littering led to
his arrest
1 gave anybody permission," to use
the trash bin. "I said ’no.’ They said
someone threw paper towels an it and
they’d like to press charges. I said
"
Tahorn said in an inters iem ’
week that he was on his N ay to vs ) .
Honeywell Avionics on Feb. In :mil
was having problems with his cars
fuel pump when the car quit and Inc
rolled into a parking lot. He got the cai
running, tore of sun, sheets from a roll
of paper towels. V. Wed his hands, then
threw the dirty low els in the cocaine’
he said.
Two deputies were watching.
Deputy Carol Johler claimed Ta
horn was "rummaging through a trash
bin" and when she approached "he
placed a bucket in his car and started to
drive away." an at tidas it said.
Tabor’s said he was heading I.,
convenience store at the far end 0’
14)1 for cigarettes. "I had done nothing
wrong.’’he said.
As for the big yellow bucket. Ta
horn said, he carts it to work ever’
day, carrying in it the towels. a ft
1111/1, Wk. prescript inn nnnettieui

learned he had been charged in August
with possession of a controlled substance.
The sheriff’s office declined comment.
Attorney Jack Helinger, who represented Taborn on the criminal
charges, contacted the state attorney’s
Mice and was told the charges would
he dropped.
’What they failed to look into
v, as that Mr. Tahorn had a prescription
for all the drugs in the car Helinger
said.
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Night Moves
Night Most.’. is.1
supplement to the Sparta!,
Daily.
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Cindi Hansen
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Jeni Uyeda
Photo Editor
Iris Fong
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Shawn Carroll
Cover
The Capitol Drive-in is
Santa Clara County’s
last remaining drive-in.
The film room beams six
movies at once. See
story, pages 4 and 5.
Cover photo
by April Swift

JJ’s Lounge attracts blues fans
By Sire Kivabo
"You could only hear blues
and real jazz in the gutbucket
cabarets where the loser classes
went."
Garren Bushell
Jazz Review 1920
JJ’s Lounge in San Jose is not
only where the lower classes go.
However, it is everything a blues
club should he, without apologies.
It’s smoky. It’s small. It has a
pool table with Casablanca fans
spinning from the ceiling. Great
blues players mix with patrons of
the blues. It’s feeling the blues.
In the South Bay, Ns Lounge
is synonomous with good blues.
The club attracts blues legends like
Albert King. Clarence "Gate’
mouth" Brown. Buddy Guy and Junior Wells.
Saturday night they are turning
people away at the door. A woman
dressed in a tight red jumpsuit is
calling for drinks at the bar She
sell. to the guitarist. "baby alter

he completes a straining solo. June
Stanley, is running around talking
to people, making sure they are
happy. This is her club and she rules
over it.
thisususally
not
"It’s
crowded, hut it’s nice," June Stanley said.
She started the club with her
brother Max about four years ago.
Before that. 11’s was a hangout for a
lot of Harley riders.
There was only one Harley
parked outside the club Saturday
night. However, there were a few
Mercedes 450 SI .s. Cadillacs and
even a bicycle.
The clientele reflected the
choice in transportation. There were
yuppies leaning against the mirror
with red and green flashing lights.
There were students cuddling to the
rhythm of the music near the popcorn machine. There were people
who knew what riff B.B. King
played in at the Monterey Jai/ Festival. but there were also people

Another night, another Mr. Right
didn’t really feel like going out
She
tonight hot she had promised the
girls. Besides, she could either go
and he among the eroo dill bodies on
the tiny dance floor, or stay at home and
oish she had gone. Si, she stood in the
bathroom oith curling iron in hand and
imagined what the es-ening oould
like.
Their eves net across the crowded
barroom and they gated at each other for
an awkward moment
He asked her to dance and she coyly
answered yes as if she had just noticed him
for the first time.
Their voices were loud whispers as
they glided around the dance floor trs ing
to make small talk.
He leaned down and spoke directly
into her ear, asking if she came here alien.
No, she lied. Did he This o as his first
time here too, 01 course.
He said he had picked her out ol the
crowd because she was the most awaits e
girl there and he could not help hut notice
her.
She smiled and looked up at hint
Normally I wouldn’t heliese a line like
that. but this gus seems so sincere, she
thought.
I hope she drinks, he said to himself.
II she doesn’t, she shouldn’t he in a place
like this
Alter the dance, they worked their
vx as over to the bar, somehow managing
not to lose each other through the barricade of bodies.
I hope he won’t think I’m a lush if I
order a double. she said to herself, hut my.
nerves are shot already.
His smile turned into a sheepish grin
as she told the bartender her request. This
could be an interesting esening. he
thought.
They found a table and sat down. She
began to wonder where her friends were.
lie forgot he had come with friends.
As their small talk grew larger, their
drinks became an all too important pan at
their personalities.
This is really great, she thought. I
don’t think I’ve ever been quite so open
and honest with someone so soon I canl

hellese I told him I had an at 1:111 al
married man and toy brother is
to 15 years for armed robbery all m the
same evening.
I think he’s really going to turn out to
he something special, he seems tithe takwell, she thought
ing it :ill
The toelstail
hive/cd ht and

fit

Cindi Hansen
he almost fell out of his chair to get her at
tent ion Two more please.
I wonder if she has her ow it car here,
he thought.
They talked sonic more and danced
some more. It was almost time ter the bar
to close. Couples like them oho had just
met that night, began to lease the bar.
walking hand in hand and heading tar
greatly anticipated adventures.
Well, he thought, it’s now or never.
Would she like to go to his house loran other drink or would she like hint to drive
her home?
She was just a little too tired for another drink and her friends could drive her
home but she was definitely interested in
seeing him again. Would he like to make it
another night? Possibly they could have
dinner?
He tried to keep his mouth from falling in disbelief. Oh sure, he’d call her.
Would she like to write her number down
on this matchbook cover? He was going
out ot town for a while hut he would he
sure to call het o hen he got hack
Iler thoughts sanished as she
smelled her scorched hair frying in the
curling iron. Oh well, she thought,
ma) he tonight
be different.
(Indi Ilansen is the special assignment editor.

who just showed up.
"There is a nucleus of regulars
who show up at the club, radio personalities like Roger Anderson and
Guitar Mac.- Max Stanley said.
"But there are also students from
Europe who are passing through and
are looking for the blues."
Max said "diehard’’ blues fans
usually will frequent the club during
the week, because on weekends, it’s
a lot more crowded.
Jan Valentine, a nurse at Valley Medical Center. visited 1J’s for
her first time, however, she knew of
the club’s reputation.
"I’ve always liked blues and
jazz," Valentine said. "Front what
I understand this is the best place to
listen to blues in the South Bay.’’
The club changed to the blues
when the bar just wasn’t working
out. Now the club has become so
popular, they are planning to open a
second .1.1s in San Jose.
"It’s every blues lovers ambition to own a blues club," Max

Stanley said. "You can work and
listen to the music.**
The music, whether it he a legend like Koko Taylor or local favorite like I.ittle John Crisley, the club
represents the blues in the South
Bay.
Max Stanely said the club is
building a big enough reputation
that agents are beginning to cull hint
to book acts.
"This club needs to book bigger acts to extend the blues to the
masses," Dennis Staker, a computer technician at IBM. said. "As
it stands now, people still think the
blues are ter people who are sad.’
The only way to understand the
blues is to feel the blues, said legend John Lee Hooker.
Admission to the club varies
upon the act. When Junior Wells
and Buddy Guy shared the stage.
the price was $20. Weekdays it..
usually $2 and on weekends it’s
H.. lounge is located at 3439 Ste v cgs Creek HMI

Don’t forget downtown S.J. nightlife
People cati hate tun anywhere \ lot
it the time, the closest to home is he
hest. But don’t target to try 11/111e thing new anti different. The doontoon
area is like a home away from home for
some at us. For others of us it is home.
As the rose-colored skies lade into
darkness, slowly disappearing behind a
tower at a nearby college, another day has
come and gone.
It’s 5 p.m. and the echo of silence on
streets fill this lonely downtown area. For
many this seems like a scene Crain an old
Western movie, taking on the look of an
uld deserted ghost town. But it’s not.
This is downtown San Jose in the
mid -’80s. Fifteen years ago this area consisted of a few small businesses, a college
.ind several houses nd orchard fields.
There used tithe always people evi!ry where. Ade ii w as always a large part tit
this town.
Now the 10%\11 is going through a lot
at changes: "San Jose is Growing Up
Most of us think the is a great idea hut we
didn’t think to consider the people that this
renovation is harming. Local businesses
seem to he at a standstill from 5 p.m. on.
Huge tractors accompany distorted
.tnd mangled streets causing the nightlife
action to have a stunted growth. The businesses seem to be covered by the dust, din
and wreckage of dug -up downtown.
Unfortunately the restaurant and even
theater businesses are suffering because of
it
"We all need a lot of suppon down
here." said Emile %loser. owner of Emile’s Restaturant. at 545 S. Second St.. and
a member of Alive After Five.
’That’s why about 20 of us (owners
of downtown establishments) decided to
term a group to get our downtown activity
hack on its feet, we call ourselves Alive
After Five.’’ Mooser said. "The lack or
nightlife isn’t just affecting Its restaurant
owners. Camera One and Camera Three
are also lacking the night activity they
used to have.’’
It’s always dead atter 5 p.m, because
of the had image the downtown area has
because of the media. Plus people think
that the renovation work is still going on

Ile said that he Name, a lot at the
problem on the media. "The media alwa,
sensationahtes everything in a negative
light and the public believes what the
media has to say.’’ %loser said.
The Alive After Five program is

Jeni Uyeda
being financed with $50.000 train the city
redevelopment agency and $111.000 from
Alive After Five. The group raised its
money by assessing members $700 each.
he said.
"With these funds they plan to spend
the $60.000 in three months with 4410
radio spots and 24 print ads built around
the slogan "Downtown San Jose - Worth
the Hassle."
The group has arranged tar several
celebrities from entertainment, sports and
politics to come and let people know just
how they spend time in San lose. All ot
this will occur the first of the year. Mooser
said.
"Once they change the image of
downtown, everything will he OK." he
said. "I feel that if the downtown area
could establish more upscale night spots
and upgrade those already in the area that
this would be the most effective way of
handling the problem "
The downtown area isn’t had, it’s all
lust media -hype. 11 students aren’t afraid
to walk around school, what’s the difference in having some nightlife fun in the
city - - the City San Jose Let’s help out
our neighbors by entoying the nightlife
ihey oiler its
Jeni l’)eda is the assistant special
assignment editor.
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New downtown nightclub
caters to upscale customers
By Frank Mu hue! RusNell
Downtown San Jose and nightlife base not long been synonymous.
But bathed in a sea of pastel
pink and green on West Santa Clara
Street - - not y et San Jose’s answer
to New York’s Broadway. San
Francisco’s Columbus Street or Los
Angeles’s Sunset Boulevard - is a
relatively new restaurant and dance
club called DR. Cooper’s.
A big -city bar with small -city
friendliness, D.B. Cooper’s is a lot
like the town that surrounds it -alive and sincere, hut pseudo-tropical and hopelessly upscale.
"This place is %cry Miamiish,’ said bartender Clayton Morrison, preparing one of the house specialties. a Miami Ice.
The drink is a lot like a Long
Island Ice Tea, but with a fruitier
nits or. MolT1,1,11 11,1

It contains gin, vodka. Triple
Sec an orange-flavored liqueur)
peach schnapps and orange juice, he
said.
For a drink that goes for a tall
$4.25. it’s pretty good - tasty. but
not quite enough to knock your
socks off.
Still, it’s hard to fathom a
drink costing more than a paperback
novel or a movie matinee, especially while trying to live on a student budget.
But D.B. Cooper’s upscale clientele probably doesn’t hat an eye at
these steep drink prices.
Even on a Tuesday night, the
club was comfortably crowded.
But on Wednesdays through
Saturdays. "it’s a madhouse." said
cocktail waitress Kim Van Derwyck
"It’s kind of a yuppie crowd.**
V:m Dt‘rk1k Ck iit

c

D.B. Cooper’s does have a
dress code -- collars for men and no
faded Levi’s or sandals, she said.
"We prefer you dress pretty
nice." Van Derwyck said.
Hostess Suzanne Prodis, an
SJSU senior majoring in recreation,
said the crowd ranges in age from
about 25 to 35.
The club play. s a v ariety of
rock ’n* roll from the ’50s to the
’80s, she said.
Happy hour, with beer priced
at 51. margaritas at $1.50 and free
appetizers, is from 4:30 to 6:30
p.m. Monday through Friday. Prodis said.
The restaurant area serves
lunch on weekday from 11 a.m. to
3 p.m. and dinner every night from
5 to 10 p.m.
D.B. Cooper’s is open for
dancing every night until 2 a.m.,
Prodis said

FLOWING
Wow !
\Am( ENERGY! MY FEET
ARE MOVH46 I’M
DANCING WITH EIICITEMENTI
MY GIRL STARES IN AWE;

Food specialties include frajitas, a grilled skirt steak or chicken
breast with marinated onions and
peppers, priced at $6.95.
Also popular is the D.B. Cooper burger, with cheese and guacomole stuffed inside the pattie, said
hostess Susan Dorsey.
The I) II Cooper ti ’eeosis

OH RATS LOOKS
LIKE HE’S STEPPING
oN NAILS/ ONE OF
THESE DAYS, INEGOTTA.
TEACH HIM HOW TO
DANCE.

$4.95 and collies with french fries
and a salad.
Thursday is most popular with
SJSU students. Prodis said.
"That’s State’s big party
night." she said. "You always see
somebody you know."
DB. Cooper’s is located at
I(-,1 W Santa Clara St.

Nothing new, but there’s lots to do at Baxter’s
By David Rickard
If you’re looking toi ...lunge
of pace in dining-drinking -dancing
establishments in the South Bay.
something bold and innovative.
Baxter’s is not the place for you.
On the other hand, if it’s fun
you’re looking for . .
Baxter’s,
which
recently
moved into the premises vacated by
Houlihan’s. on Stevens Creek
Boulevard in Cupertino, follows the
well-worn but successful formula
used by many of its contemporaries:
relaxed dining, busy decor and constant entertainment.
It is difficult to find a patch of
bare wall at Baxter’s. Nearly every
square inch is covered with the predictable assortment (It street signs
and quasi -antique posters. Shelves
are crammed with clocks. Tiffany
lamps and various knickknacks.
Hanging plants arc everywhere.

Baxter’s is divided into two
separate sections. Branching off to
the right from the front door is the
dining section, while the bar and
dance floor lay off to the left.
The restaurant specializes in
what has become popularly known
as "California Cuisine," vs Inch
usually consists of such foods as
seafood, burgers, barbecued meats,
sandwiches, salads and California
wines. Baxter’s has them all.
Most of the appetizers, which
range from $1.95 to $6.95. are
Mexican in origin, including nachos, quesadillas and jalapeno
cheese nuggets. Other offerings include potato skins, garlic -cheese
bread, fried zucchini, baked brie
and fresh artichoke. The Cajun popcorn shrimp ($4.95 t is a departure
from the norm.
Baxter’s serves a dozen sandwiches, including a tuna melt

Fun found at SJSU pub
By Amy L. Pabakin
Weeknight pan) -goers don’t
have to leave campus to have sonic
fun.
The Spartan Pub, SJSU’s own
hubbub of nightlife, provides entertainment. food and drinks for those
who can’t wait until the weekend,
or for those students, 21 and older,
who need to unwind after a day of
vigorous studying.
The Pub features local bands as
Tuesday.
every
entertainment
Wednesday and Thursday night. Although there is no dance floor,
dancing is allowed. When there
isn’t a band on the small stage.
there’s a jukebox for listening enjoyment. There is also a big screen
TV to watch sport events.
The food served is "freshly
made to order," said Joann BasherMarahrens, food manager of The

Old Cafeteria which includes the
Faculty Dining Room. the Bakery .
the Connection and The Pub.
Every day the staff prepares
the fresh ingredients. she said.
Some of the menu selections include hand -tossed pizza. tostadas,
deli sandwiches, taco salads and
vegetarian dishes.
Specials are featured each day.
where food is offered at a lower
price. The Pub also has 10 different
beers and wines on tap. the only alcoholic drinks available on campus.
Beer selections include Budweiser. Coors, Henry’s Private Reserve, Lowenbrau, Strohs and sonic
light beers. The wine is from Master
Cellar’s. by Budweiser. said Joe
Browning, supervisor of the pub.
The Pub is open every day at
11 a.m. and closes Monday through
Wednesday at 11:30 p. in Thursdays it is open until 12:30 a.m. and
closes at 9 p.m. on Fridays.

loaf sandwich
($4.95).
meat
($5.95), roast beef with jalapeno
pepper ($5.951 and crab and cheddar melt I S( 45c All croissant sand -

The restaurant
specializes in what is
popularly known as
"California
Cuisine."
wiches (chicken and cashew salad.
albacore tuna, club-style and California) run $6.25 apiece.
In addition to a well -stocked
salad bar, more elaborate salads are
available. The confetti pasta salad
($6.25) is a winner, and Baxter’s
also offers seafood, tuna and
chicken salads. All range between

$4.75 and $7.25.
Gourmet burgers iol,
$5.95. and include a %army such
as: guacamole bacon burger mushroom burger, avocado cheeseburger
and teriyaki burger. The burgers are
tasty, hut like all their fried foods,
are cooked with too much grease.
The entree menu is topped with
prime rib (large cut), which is
$14.95. Baxter’s also serves steaks,
fried shrimp and scampi. which cost
from 59.95 to $13.95.
A number of inventive chicken
dishes are offered, including breast
of chicken with walnuts and brie
($9.951. apple and cheddar chicken
($8.95) and barbecued breast of
chicken a la Swiss (58.95). Fresh
fish is also featured each day.
The list goes on and on. Barbecued ribs, fettucini and chicken pot
pie are also available, and inventi% e
diners are encouraged to build their
own pizza (56.951 or omelette

($5.25). A different dish dons the
menu as a special every Monday
throueh Thursday night.
The
Sunday
champagne
brunch, served from 1)) a.m. to 3
p.m.. features a waffle and omelette
bar, breads, pastries, salads, fresh
fruit and more -- all for $9.95 for
adults and $4.95 for children under
10.
If you’re not interested in dinner, however, Baxter’s still has
plenty to offer.
First of all, there’s dancing.
The disc jockey starts cranking out
the tunes, mostly top 40 music, at 9
every night. Baxter’s also carries
satellite TV. and sporting events
dominate the viewing right up until
the dancing begins.
The lounge remains open until
1:30 a.m. when last call is given.
A word of warning: Be prepared for some serious rooting when
Monday night football is on.

At the End of Your Day
Clean Up with the Works
Join us for dining, dancing
and drink specials.
Start the evening off with
a feast of ribs, chicken,
steak, and more.
Afterwards, enjoy live
music and drink specials
$1.50 Long Island Ice Teas
$1.50 Kamikazes

87 N. San Pedrs Squat.

San Aso

292-1122
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Drive-in

Movies for motorists offer old-fashioned fun

On Sunday nights, cars start lining up at 5:30 for the 7 p.m. showing of Star Trek and %lad Max III at the Capitol Drive-1n "[heater off of Capitol 1.:xpressway

7.
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swings twisted in
pony
garbage blew in the

the wind and
chill autumn air
but the action inside many of the
cars was hot and heav y. as attested h5
steamy windows.
For the young and young at heart the
drive-in remains a novel evening out and
Capitol Drive -In. 3630 Hillcap Drive. is
one of the last in the Bay Area.
One big kid bided his time on the
swings while waiting or his girlfriend.
Mark Bournan, 23 -year-old De Ann College student, said the drive-in "reminds
me of my childhood."
"I see it as a nice time to relax with
my girlfriend in an old-fashioned atmosphere." said Bouman, who traveled from
Redwood City to see "Crocodile Dundee. ’
"It’s kind of fun you can he alone
in your car, drink beers, whatever," he
added.
The swingin’ drive-in scene was popular with two young San Joseans as well.
"Push! Push!’ ’ screamed 9-year-old
Becky Moses, as she and her brother
zoomed back and forth in a swing "race."
"We always go to the drive-in ’cause
it’s more fun," she said. "It’s outside and
you can play video machines."
As the first feature’s credits rolled,
car doors slammed and movie goers
streamed toward the funky red and white
cement snack bar building.
Inside, warmth, bright lights and notice of "upcoming attractions" take center
stage. The observant will note an appropriate addition to the dust in the film
poster cases: pistachio shells and old popcorn.
The snack bar offers hungry and
thirsty movie buffs the chance to stock up
on everything from pizza to apple turnovers to grapefruit juice, and of course
popcorn.
The freedom to bring your own food
as well as to "talk as much as you want"
appeals to Daisy McEwen, a Spartan City
resident who came to see "Soul Man"
with her two grandchildren and their
mother, Joyce McEwen. an SJSU graduate art student.
"I
like
the
outdoors
and . . . it’s just a nice family situation."
Daisy said.
Every night of the year, rain or shine,
Capitol beams six double features across
its dark, gravelly yard. according to manager Dwight Price.
’We’re basically the only (drive-ii
in the county ,’ ’ Price said.
Drive-ins are threated by "the land
value vs. the amount of money coming
in." he said, referring to Campbell’s Winchester Drive-in, which closed several
years ago.
Capitol is not in danger because of its
double life, Price said.
A flea market on Thursdays. Saturdays and Sundays and purveyor of movies
by night, this drive-in "utilizes its land
both day end night."
The drive-in’s mystique is similarly a
land -use issue, according to Price. "It’s
more or less like renting your own space
you have the freedom to do what you
want."

Capitol Drive-In, Capitol Expressway and Snell Avenue. offers six double
features, seven days a week. Admission is
$4 for adults. Capitol opens at 6:30 p.m.
on weekdays, 6 p.m. on weekends.

(Above) Eric Sigler from
Santa ’teresa High School
waib for the popcorn to be
finished so hungry moviegoers could satisfy their
craving for the buttery treat.
( I .eft Two-year-old Bryan
Bushaw experiments with a
driving course in the snack
bar’s video arcade during a
movie intermission.
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Eulipia mixes poetry and elegant dining
By L.% /in iatiiit

Eulipia is a place to go for culture and is a restaurant suitable for
nmderately priced elegant dining.
For years. Eulipia has been
known to some as "the cultural
mecca 01 downtown San Jose ’ Poetry readings are held upstairs ’Tuesday nights " Art at 11." when impromptu readings take place.
alternate esery other week with
readings Irian the San Jose Poetry.
Center. said Bob Mello. one of
three ow ners of Eulipia.
Located in the ’heart of rubble strewn downtown at 374 S. First
St.. its food and ambiance detract
from the on -going construction. Eulipia caters to some of San Jose’s
elite and the yuppie crowd.
Each table is adorned with a
frosted flower-like candle holder
which illuminates the table nicely
and a vase of fresh flowers the
perfect setting for an intimate dinner.
A basket of two breads, one
sour, the other sweet. arrive with

Poetry readings on
Tuesday evenings are
combined with
elegant dining every
night.
some butter before appetizers or the
meal arrives.
Appetizers range front both
spinach and house salads, soup of
the day, fried mozzarella with red
pepper sauce to more elegant seafood plates. Costs range between
$3.25 and $6.50.
Both salads were tasty. The

house salad (S3.50) features a nice
lettuce mixture of romaine and butter lettuce. tomato wedges and
mushroom slices, Topped with
freshly ground black pepper and
Thousand Island dressing, the salad
was very pleasing to the palate.
The spinach salad ($4.95) has
crisp leaves of spinach with rings of
red onion topped with a poppy seed
dressing and chopped up hardboiled egg and bacon bits.
Entrees cost between $9,50
and $14.50. Dishes of pasta, fowl,
steak and seafood, all elegantly
served, are accompanied by a rice
pilaf and fresh vegetables.
Fresh Idaho brook trout
($9.95), one of the three fish specials. was stuffed with bay shrimp,
shallots and capers and covered
with lemon butter sauce. The sauce
was light but a little salty. Overall.
the dish was good, not at all heavy
and not too filling.
The prawns with fresh tomatoes and creme fraiche ($11.25 ) was
enjoyable. The prawns were cooked
tender not chewy or
to perfection
combined with the light.
stringy
fresh cream sauce with parsley and
pieces of tomatoes provided an interesting balance.
Both meals were served with
green beans al dente and tomatoes.
The rice pilaf, with pine nuts and
pasta was very good.
Dessert is something to look
forward to at Eulipia. The dessert
tray was a marvelous sight. Lemon
pecan bread pudding with chantilly
cream, pumpkin cheesecake with
chocolate sauce, chocolate truffle
cake were among the offerings.
Prices are $3.50 or $3.75.
’The chocolate mousse mandarin was exquisite. It was beautifully
served in a glass with mindarin

It’s nice to leave a
restaurant feeling
satisfied with the
meal and the service
rather than stuffed
from mediocre food.
orange slices around the mousse, a
scoop of vanilla ice cream, topped
with chocolate sauce and almond
slices. The orange was a nice contrast to the chocolate that was neither bitter nor sweet. The mousse itself had a smooth and creamy
texture and wasn’t too rich.
However, sauteed bananas
with ice cream ($3.75) was a bit disappointing. The bananas were
mushy and swam in a sauce of butter. rum and creme de cacoa. The
sauce was heavy and uncomplementary.
Eulipia has a small bar in size
but has quite an assortment of alcoholic beverages available. Plans are
to expand the bar in early January.
co-owner Mello said.
Service is prompt, attentive
and friendly. Waiters and waitresses

,4E’RE N THE MOST
ExPENSNE RESTAURANT,
IN 114E BEST TABLE,wrni
THE TASTIEST FOOD, AND
THE FINEST WINE,

1916 ()Tier

are a big help if confused with
dishes.
It’s nice to leave a restaurant
feeling satisfied with the meal and
the service rather than stuffed front
mediocre food.
Eulipia is also open for lunch
Monday through Friday between
11:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. Dinner is
served Monday through Thursday
from 530 to 910 p.m . Friday and

New movie releases offer a variety from nightclubs
--(AP)
HOLLYWOOD
’Crocodile’ Dundee’s" downunder appeal kept it atop the box oflice, despite a growing list of bollday movies that included Steven
Spielberg’s "American Tail" and
the re-release of a Disney chestnut.
"Song of the South."
"Dundee,’’ featuring the expions of Outback atIverilUrer Paul

BE A BIG SHOT . . .
Buy a Round of Drinks for Your
Friends!!

Hogan in New York. has held on to
the No. 1 spot longer than any other
1986 movie. It has taken in $83 malion to date, eclipsing the previous
fall record holder "Private Benjamm." which marched away with
$70 million in 1980.
"Dundee" is now the fourth.
largest grossing film of the year, hut
I spot is
il’s lock on the N.

i-f erks-v
-en( youze

Any of your favorite
well Schnapps
50c per shot or
3 shots for $1 50

Every Thursday Night!
T-Shirts, Prizes & Surprises!
Plus

BAM
499 E. HAMILTON IN CAMPBELL AT HIGHWAY 17:374-4290

pected to erode in the coming
week’s sweepstakes with the holiday release of "Star Trek IV: The
Voyage Home."
Second in the weekend box office derby was the cartoon feature
"An American Tail," which
bronchi in $5.2 million at the turn -

LIVE MUSIC WED-SAT
Wednesday:

Ultra Violets
Blues

Thursday:

Red Alert
.1a,/

Friday:

E-171

Saturday from 5:30 to II p.m. and
Sunday from 5:30 to 9 p.m. Reservations are recommended.
Limited parking is available on
the street but there is a public parking lot behind the restaurant. The
entrance to the parking lot is on Second Street, and rates are reasonable.
Separate checks are not issued.
Eulipia accepts all major credit
cards hut not personal checks.

Saturday:

Kombowe
Jazzfusion
Beau & The Arrows
R&N Rev k’

Wed. & Thurs. $1.00 cover
$2.00 cover
Fri. & Sat.
Plus: Monday Night Football Specials
50 ft. screen
$1.00 bottled beer

50c hotdogs
$2 00 spaghetti

Marsugis Bar & Grill
399 South 1st St
(corner of 1st & San Salvador)
286-8345
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Last Laugh carries on comedic tradition
By Brian Fedrow
The laughter dies dov.n in the
darkened room.
The young comedian on stage
continues with a deadpan expression.
"Yeah. I’m nuts over my
wife," he says, holding his hand at
thigh -level. "She’s this tall."
Giggles break out again as they
do seven nights a week at The Last
Laugh in downtown San Jose.
The Last Laugh is the only
comedy nightclub in San Jose. The
club was opened in 19111 by former
SJSU student Jim Valentine and
also has sister clubs in Phoenix,
Arizona and Portland, Oregon.
Manager Susie Barnes said
comedy is extremely popular right
now and business is steady.
’We’re pretty full every night
of the v4eek.’’ she said. "Generally.
speaking, big name comedians
don’t necessarily draw (people to
the club). People just come to see
comedy
Barnes said the Last I.augh has
featured such well-known performers as Jay Leno, Howie Mandel,
Dana Carvey, Pat Paulsen, Wayland Flowers and Madame and
many unknown talents as well. The
club features three different perforan
mances per night for a week
opener, middle player and headliner. New performers are booked
each week.
Barnes said the stand-up performances are not limited to just one
man or woman telling jokes. She
said many comedy acts incorporate
gimmicks into their act -- music,
hypnotism, juggling - - so the twohour shows rarely get dull. She said
a popular magician -comedian, The

The Last Laugh is the
only comedy
nightclub in San
Jose. The club was
opened in 1981 by
former SJSU student
Jim Valentine.
Great Scou. v. ill headline the Last
Laugh from Dec. 15 to 21.
You must be 21 or older to he
admitted to The last I.augh.
The club has a cover charge of
$5 from Sunday to Thursday and 57
on Friday and Saturday. The club
has a two-drink minimum and she
said drink prices range from SI .75
for soft drinks to 55 and up for some
large, mixed drinks.
Well drinks are 52.50 and the
popular Mexican import beer, Corona is 52.75.
The Last I.augh has no restaurant hut offers appetizers like nachos and chips with salsa.
Barnes said reservations are required at least a day in advance,
sometimes more if an especially
popular act has been booked.
The Last I.augh, 29 N. San Pedro in
San Pedro Square near D.B. Cooper’s.
For reservations, call 287LAFF from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m.. Monday to Saturday.

The Chicago comedy team of
Glenn Verk and guitarist Dennis NIcCaffey sing their sersion
of "III had a Hammer."

Photos by
April Swift

tAn

CHINESE RESTAURANT
Mandarin 86 Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch 86 Dinner
Open Daily
Food To Go
131
E. JACKSON ST.

6 Blocks North of
Santa Clara St
Between 3rd 814th

294-3303 or 998-9427

Featuring the Finest in Food & Spirits
Fresh Seafood
Steaks Burgers
Salads
Happy Hour Nightly 4-8 p.m.
All Drinks $1.50 Free Hors d’oeuvres
Live Entertainment Thurs. & Fri. Nights
Catering for Banquets Wedding Receptions
Large Groups

Located at: 80 South Market St.
San Jose 292-1318
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Faces is nothing more than a shallow facade
lip-syncers synced to another tune.
By Shelly (.1 Day
Faces is a dance club, a bar, a Then Madonna sang to a Trident
hipsters joint, where drinks are gum commercial. It was the only
cohesive scheme
bubble gum
cheap and love is easy.
A man, shown on a large video music and a bubble gum ad.
Men in tight T-shirts with
screen from a previously taped lip
sync contest, wore skin-tight white Gold’s Gym muscles dance while
tights and was shown fondling him- women with gravity -defying hairself. He squirmed on the ground dos wait for their chance to win the
like a salmon which couldn’t quite leg coats’ on Ladies’ Night.
However, some people smile.
make it upstream.
A man in a white cowtioy hat groove and at least look like they’re
accosted women near the dance having fun.
But at least Faces is spacious.
floor. He promised to take off his
There is plenty of seating away
hat if they’d dance with him.
Avoid the salmon, avoid the from the dance floor, but there is no
cowboy. The hest move upon going
to Faces would he to do an "about
face" and travel down El Camino
Real to the nearest Denny’s.
However, if one decides to
face Faces, the hest visage to make
the moment one walks in the place
is that of a sourpuss as if a tart possibility of a quick rest nearby.
The round bar is well tended
lima bean was stuck to the roof of
and easily accessible. The cocktail
your mouth,
Every trend from the last If) waitresses, who look like Minnie
years has been used to make the Mouses, are efficient. Two dollar
joint attractive. Only the espresso Long Island iced teas are available
and French pastries are missing, but after III p.m.
Faces is open seven days a
perhaps that is Faces’ only reweek until 2 a.m.
deeming quality,
On Monday night. three TV
Pictures of faces line the walls.
But Nagel prints of New Wave screerrt and a large video screen
women and old movie stills don’t show Monday Night Football.
match one another. The decorating Tuesday night is lip sync night,
Wednesday is Male Review night.
scheme is "anything goes!"
Decoration shouldn’t he the Thursday is Leg Contest night and
deciding factor as to whether a place Sunday is Celebrity Look -Alike
happenin or not. But the plants iiight.
The place provides a lot of ac were more interesting than either
listening to the music or looking at tivities. There is a game room in the
hack and it offers a free buffet durthe video-taped lip sync contest,
Disco music played while the ing happy hour from 5 to X p.m

The best move would
be an "about face."

Rhonda Adams. a finalist in the lip sync contest lip syncs to
However. Faces tries to don a
Marilyn Monroe and Jimmy Durante mask at the same time. It tries
to be everything for everybody and
ends up with no character.
Let’s face it. these kinds of
places are a dime a do/en.

At The Hop has flair of the 1950s
By Paula Ray Chris:lumen
Let’s go to the hop!
You can rock around the clock
to your favorite .50% tune At The
Hop in 1..os Gatos, named after the
song by Danny and the Juniors.
The theme of the nightclub, if
you haven’t guessed it already, revolves around the time frame of the
fun ’50s. said Nancy Green, At the
Hop’s manager.
At the Hop is tucked away in
an upstairs corner of the Old Town
shopping center on University Avenue and is within walking distance
of several good restaurants like
Noodle Palace and the Crab Company. so it’s easy to make a night of
dinner and dancing.
The front end of a red ’50s
classic Cadillac juts out of the wall
above the large mirrored dance floor
and pictures and memorabilia (il
dancing couples and popular stars of
L
the 50s and ’Ms adorn the walls
A DJ spins the tunes that keeps,
the twisters twisting regardless )11)
their year of birth - - Elvis Presle
croons his old love songs and the
’KOs students twist and shout to the
’Ms Beatles.
At the Hop caters to the university. crowd, offering 75e Kamikates
Monday through Thursday for sill
dents who would rather spend their
money on hoive than hooks, and a
happy hour bullet from 4 p.m to 7
p.m. that changes daily. Green said
The club is planning a bartend-

’Most of the people
who come here are
students .
Nancy Green,
Al the Hop manager

ing special to start sometime in lkcember that will highlight different
fraternities from universities in the
area, she said.
Fraternity members will bartend on different nights and their
group will he the focus for the
night. Green said.
Students and fraternities are
encouraged to apply’ for the hartend-

ing program. (stitch could easily
lead to full-time work because " we
need bartenders. she said.
"Most of the people who come
here are students and we like to
focus on that a lot by offering specials on drinks and entertainment.’
Green said.
The atmosphere is friendly and
fun, with lots of seating around the
dance floor and in the area
rounding the bar. An outside 1.
provides fresh air for the exhatii
and a sunken seating area as(
from the bar and the dance floor
give quiet space to recoup between
numbers.
At the Hop has a $3 cover
charge on Fridays and Saturdays.
hut entertainment is cheap during
the week when there’s no cover
charge at all and well drinks. wine
and draft beer are $1 Monday
through Thursday. Green said.
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